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Preface

Chapter two of this dissertation is based on a paper published in the journal Atmospheric Measurement Techniques (Sharma et al., AMT, 2014). This paper discusses the design of a novel instrument developed by us in collaboration with Desert Research Institute, Reno, NV. Results from the laboratory testing of the instrument are also discussed in this chapter. I contributed to the instrument development and testing, performed the data analysis and interpretation and lead the paper with input from my advisor Dr. Claudio Mazzoleni and other co-authors from Desert Research Institute, Reno, NV. All articles published under Copernicus Publications (AMT publisher) are licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 together with an author copyright. Chapters three and four are based on two collaborative field and laboratory studies led by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland WA. Myself and co-authors took part in experiments. I carried out SEM/TEM analysis of samples collected during these studies and lead the manuscripts. Our co-authors contributed to measurements, data analysis and interpretation data and provided inputs to the manuscripts. Chapter three is in preparation for submission to Geophysical Research Letters by spring 2016. We plan to finalize and submit chapter four to Environmental Science and Technology by spring 2016. These chapters will be revised based on suggestions and comments from co-authors. We sincerely thank our co-authors for their contributions.

1 http://www.atmospheric-measurement-techniques.net/about/licence_and_copyright.html

All articles published by Copernicus Publications are licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License (see details above) together with an author copyright. Therefore, there is no need from the publisher's side to give permission for the reproduction of articles. We suggest contacting the author to inform him/her about the further usage of the material. However, as the author decided to publish the scientific results under the CC-BY licence, he/she consented to share the work under the condition that the original authors be given credit.
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Abstract

Soot/ black carbon particles are believed to be the second largest anthropogenic contributor to the Earth’s radiative forcing, and are emitted from combustion processes. Freshly emitted soot has a fractal-like structure in which monomers are arranged into branched chain-like configuration. In the atmosphere, soot mixes with and is processed by interacting with other co-existing particle and vapors. The processing that soot undergo after emission alters its morphology; for example, condensation of vapors results into coated, mixed or compacted soot depending upon the environmental conditions. Changes in soot morphology have a strong and direct influence on its optical properties.

The unique and complex structure of soot and its behavior and evolution in the atmosphere are difficult to quantify and to model accurately. Radiative models use simplified assumptions for soot morphology, which results in large uncertainties on the forcing and therefore on the effect that soot has on climate. The temporal and spatial variability of soot morphology and mixing state may also add to already severe biases in absorption measurements in filter-based methods traditionally used to estimate aerosol absorption in the atmosphere. Since optical properties (absorption and scattering) are key input parameters to climate models, biases associated with their measurements add to the uncertainty in the forcing estimates.

During my graduate research, I worked on the development of a new multi-wavelength instrument, capable of measuring aerosol absorption and scattering over the entire visible range of the solar spectrum. The instrument combines photoacoustic spectroscopy and nephelometry with a supercontinuum laser to measure aerosol absorption and scattering over a broad wavelength range (~400 nm to ~700 nm). Since the instrument measures the aerosol optical properties while the particles are suspended in air, this instrument is free from biases common in filter based instruments due to changes in morphology of the particles when they are deposited on the filter or due to multiple scattering of light from the filter.
To complement the instrument development discussed above, my research also included an in-depth study of the evolution of soot morphology and mixing state upon its interaction with organics in the atmosphere. We investigated the samples collected from a forested site during the Carbonaceous Aerosols Radiative Effects Study (CARES), conducted in June 2010 in the Sacramento area, CA. Using a scanning electron microscopy, we characterized the morphology and mixing state of soot due to its interaction with biogenic secondary organic aerosols. Based on our analysis, we found that both condensation and coagulation were accountable for the mixing of soot with SOA during the episodes we studied in CARES. We found that during coagulation, the viscosity of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) plays a crucial role in determining the soot-SOA mixing state. The viscosity of SOA can be linked to environmental factors like relative humidity, therefore the mixing of soot particles with biogenic aerosol may be affected by factors controlling the viscosity of SOA.

The mixing of soot with biogenic SOA through condensation was further investigated under controlled laboratory conditions in a set of follow-up chamber experiments at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory during the Soot Aerosol Aging Study (SAAS). In this study, the condensation of α-pinene SOA was examined on diesel soot at different relative humidity conditions. In this study, we find that soot in humid conditions becomes compact, which results into a reduction of soot surface area for condensation. The reduction in surface area results in a much slower SOA condensational growth on the soot particles. Compacted soot particles in the atmosphere have been reported in several previous studies and their compaction is attributed to the condensation of organic vapors on soot in humid conditions, ice nucleation or water processing in clouds. Our findings are relevant to mixing scenarios where preprocessed, compacted soot competes with freshly emitted soot for SOA uptake. Based on the findings of our study, we expect larger SOA growths on fresh soot particles as compared to compacted particles.

The research carried out during my PhD contributes to the field of atmospheric science on several aspects. The results from our study can be used to reduce the uncertainties in radiative forcing estimates.
1. Introduction

Soot/black carbon particles are considered to be the second largest anthropogenic contributor (after CO2) to the positive radiative forcing (Bond, Doherty et al. 2013). Soot particles are emitted into the atmosphere as a result of incomplete combustion of biomass and fossil fuels under flaming conditions (Slowik, Stainken et al. 2004). Freshly emitted soot particles have a fractal-like structure in which primary spherical particles, termed as “monomers” are arranged into branched chain-like structures. Once suspended into the atmosphere, soot interacts with various other co-existing atmospheric species like water vapor, sulfates, nitrates and organics emitted from combustion and non-combustion sources (e.g., biogenic emissions). This process is termed as ‘aging’ of soot. Coagulation of soot particles with co-existing aerosol species or condensation of vapors on them results into coated or internally mixed, aged soot particles (Jacobson 2001, Jacobson 2002, Pósfai, Simonics et al. 2003, Adachi and Buseck 2008, Sedlacek, Lewis et al. 2012, Adachi and Buseck 2013, China, Mazzoleni et al. 2013). Several studies have shown that aged soot particles become hygroscopic and restructure to more compacted structures when they are exposed to high relative humidity, sulfate or some organic vapors (Popovicheva, Persiantseva et al. 2008, Zhang, Khalizov et al. 2008, China, Scarnato et al. 2015). Condensation of water on (or its evaporation from) soot or formation of ice on (or its sublimation from) soot also results in its compaction (China, Kulkarni et al. 2015).

Changes in soot morphology and mixing state during aging influence its optical properties. Based on numerical simulations, China, Scarnato et al. (2015) established that compacted soot exhibits a larger scattering as compared to non-compacted soot, while the absorption is less affected. Several studies have shown that soot particles coated with non-absorbing organic carbon absorb more light in comparison to non-coated soot particles (Jacobson 2000, Jacobson 2001, Bond and Bergstrom 2006, Lack and Cappa 2010). This behavior of coated soot is due to the so called ‘lensing effect’ in which the non-absorbing coating acts as a lens and focuses more photons towards the absorbing core of the particle (Fuller, Malm et al. 1999, Lack and Cappa 2010). Laboratory studies and Mie theory calculations (in which a soot particle is treated as a spherical core and the coating material
forms a shell around it) indicate the possibility of absorption enhancement factor up to $\sim 3$ (Fuller, Malm et al. 1999, Bond, Habib et al. 2006, Schwarz, Spackman et al. 2008). However, studies from field measurements have reported much lower absorption enhancement ($\sim 1.1$) even for very thick level of coatings (Cappa, Onasch et al. 2012, Liu, Aiken et al. 2015). Therefore, the absorption enhancement and its influence on radiative forcing has been intensely debated amongst scientists over the past decade (Jacobson 2001, Cappa, Onasch et al. 2012, Liu, Aiken et al. 2015).

Optical properties of aerosol particles are key input parameters in radiative forcing models. Optical properties are often measured at limited wavelength bands; then approximate models or interpolations are used to estimate the aerosol optical properties over the entire solar spectrum. Optical properties models calculate absorption enhancement by assuming core-shell morphology for the internally mixed soot particles. Some radiative models directly assume a constant absorption enhancement factor of $\sim 1.5$. These assumptions contribute to large uncertainties associated with the radiative forcing estimates (Bond, Doherty et al. 2013, Myhre, Shindell et al. 2013). Filter-based instruments are till date the most commonly used for the measurement of aerosol absorption. These instruments measure aerosol absorption by depositing aerosol on a filter. Due to the deposition on the filter, the measurement from filter-based instruments have artifacts and uncertainties that can be quite large depending on the atmospheric conditions at the time of the measurement (Subramanian, Roden et al. 2007, Lack, Cappa et al. 2008). Modeled and measured soot optical properties may also include uncertainties due to the complicated soot morphology (non-sphericity) and its variability during atmospheric processing. These uncertainties are also propagated to the radiative forcing estimates (Bond, Doherty et al. 2013, Myhre, Shindell et al. 2013, Stocker, Qin et al. 2013).

The research performed during my PhD work and discussed in this dissertation contributes to the improvement of future forcing estimates by:

(a) Providing a new instrument with improved performances for measuring the optical properties of absorbing aerosols. The new instrument developed during this thesis work,
overcomes biases that affect more traditional methods and that arise also from variations in soot morphology and mixing states.

(b) Identifying and characterizing soot morphology and mixing states in a forested environment and highlighting the role of the physical properties of secondary organic aerosol in the evolution of soot mixing states.

c) Presenting evidences of links between environmental factors like relative humidity with soot morphology and mixing states during mixing process involving soot and secondary organic aerosols.

The dissertation is organized into five chapters, including this introduction (chapter 1) and a concluding chapter providing a summary of the results, the main implications of the findings, and a brief discussion of future research directions (chapter 5).

In Chapter 2 we discuss the development of a new instrument for the measurement of the aerosol optical properties over a broad spectral range. The development was motivated by inherent limitations in the most common methods still commonly used to measure the aerosol absorption. These filter-based methods (e.g., the aethalometer, the multi angle absorption photometer, and the particle soot absorption photometer) measure the optical transmission through aerosol deposited on a filter, from which an estimate of the aerosol absorption is made. These instruments have been widely used over the past several decades due to their commercial availability, cost-effectiveness, simplicity, sensitivity and in some cases, capability to measure at multiple wavelengths. However, several studies have shown strong biases associated with most filter-based technique due for example to multiple scattering on the filter (Cappa, Lack et al. 2008, Lack, Cappa et al. 2008). O'Brien, Neu et al. (2014), discovered that particles with different physical properties (viscosity/surface tension) acquire different shapes when they impact on a substrate and exhibit different absorption of incident x-rays in STXM/NEXAFS characterization. In the filter-based instruments, changes in morphology of the particles at their impaction on the filter may affect their optical properties. This effect results in additional biases that are directly related to the particle morphology, which is the main subject of this thesis. These biases challenge the accuracy of the measurements from these instruments and require a new approach.
Aerosol photoacoustic spectroscopy (Moosmüller, et al. 2009, Sharma, Arnold et al. 2013, Radney and Zangmeister 2015) measures the absorption by aerosols directly while they are suspended in air and it is unaffected by scattering. Therefore, photoacoustic is considered the most promising technique to measure aerosol absorption, free from the forementioned biases of the filter-based methods. Some photoacoustic instruments combine nephelometry for simultaneous scattering measurements (Abu-Rahmah, Arnott et al. 2006, Sharma, Arnold et al. 2013). Currently available commercial photoacoustic instruments are capable of measuring aerosol optical properties (absorption and scattering) for a maximum of three discrete wavelengths. Therefore, the aerosol optical properties over the remaining solar spectrum are often estimated using numerical models or interpolations, generally based on simplified assumptions, not accounting for the aerosol morphology and mixing state.

To increase the spectral range of photoacoustic-based absorption and scattering measurements, our group at Michigan Tech in collaboration with the Desert Research Institute of Reno, Nevada developed a novel multi-wavelength photoacoustic-nephelometer spectrometer. The instrument combines a photoacoustic and a nephelometer spectrometer with a supercontinuum laser source. This instrument is capable of simultaneous measurements of aerosol absorption and scattering from ~400 nm to ~700 nm in 5 consecutive spectral bands. This instrument was used to investigate the spectral dependence of absorption and scattering by freshly generated soot and salt aerosol. Details of the instrument design, calibration scheme and results from initial tests are discussed in chapter 2. This work was published in the journal or Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics in 2013 (Sharma et al. 2013).

In chapter 3 and chapter 4 of this dissertation we discuss the morphological and mixing state characterization of single black carbon particles internally mixed with biogenically generated organic aerosols. The optical properties of soot crucially depends upon its morphology and mixing state. Over previous years scientists used a few online single-particle instruments like the Single Particle Soot Photometer (SP2) in combination with the Single Particle Mass Spectrometer (SP-MS) (Sedlacek, Lewis et al. 2012) and the Single
Particle Laser Ablation Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer (SPLAT) (Zelenyuk, Yang et al. 2008, Zelenyuk, Yang et al. 2009) to obtain information about soot mixing state in real time on a single particle bases. These real-time techniques in some cases, have been complemented by offline analyses such as electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) (Adachi and Buseck 2008, Adachi and Buseck 2013, China, Mazzoleni et al. 2013, Adachi, Zaizen et al. 2014, Buseck, Adachi et al. 2014, China, Salvadori et al. 2014, China, Scarnato et al. 2015) and micro-spectroscopy performed on aerosol samples collected on various substrates (STXM and NEXAFS) (Moffet, Henn et al. 2010, Moffet 2011). These microscopy techniques provide highly detailed images of the position and composition of various components mixed into a single particle.

Chapter 3 is based on the electron microscopy analysis of ambient samples collected during the Carbonaceous Aerosols and Radiative Effects Study (CARES), a campaign supported by the US Department of Energy and conducted in June 2010 in the Sacramento area, in California. During CARES, measurements and sample collection were carried out at two sites, one in the urban area of Sacramento, CA and another in Cool, CA located in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountains, about 40 miles East of Sacramento. The Cool site was located in a forested area and therefore it was dominated by biogenic emissions, which undergo photochemical oxidation to form biogenic secondary organic aerosols (SOA). Frequently, but not always, urban plumes from Sacramento were transported to Cool and were mixed with the biogenic SOA. In this study, we discuss the evolution of morphology and mixing state of soot particles due to their coagulation with the biogenic SOA or condensation of vapor phase SOA precursor. Soot and SOA particles collected from the forested site during CARES were investigated using a Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM). Several studies have shown the existence of SOA with highly variable viscosities depending upon different environmental factors such as the relative humidity (Virtanen, Joutsensaari et al. 2010, Renbaum-Wolff, Grayson et al. 2013). The viscosity of the SOA material influences the growth of SOA particles (Riipinen, Pierce et al. 2011, Perraud, Bruns et al. 2012). In our study, we used the technique used by O'Brien, Neu et al. (2014) to relate the viscosity of SOA particles with the shape they take at impaction on the substrate. One of the important findings from our study is the
importance of the viscosity of SOA in governing the mixing state of soot particles. We find that while the collision of soot with solid/nearly solid particles does not result in coagulation, collision of soot with very low viscosity SOA possibly results into coated soot particles. However, collision of soot with an SOA of intermediate viscosity results into the formation of surface attached/ partially encapsulated soot, in which a part of the soot particle sticks to or partially penetrates into the SOA particle. Surface attached/partially encapsulated particles are often treated as coated particles in numerical models, overestimating the absorption enhancement due to the “lensing” effect (Adachi and Buseck 2013). Therefore, the fraction of partially encapsulated particles in a given environment needs to be quantified and treated separately from coated particles in radiative forcing models. The work presented in chapter 3 constitute the main body of a manuscript in preparation that I expect to submit for publication to Geophysical Research Letters by spring of 2016.

A series of chamber experiments were conducted at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory in Nov-2013 and Jan-2014 during the Soot Aerosol Aging Study. The aim of the study was to simulate the ambient mixing scenarios observed during CARES but in controlled laboratory conditions. This is the subject of chapter 4 of this dissertation. During the study, separate experiments were carried out focusing on condensation or coagulation processes of soot-SOA mixing. In chapter 4 we focus on the mixing of soot with secondary organic aerosol through condensation. In particular, we discuss the effect of relative humidity on the morphology of soot and on the condensation of secondary organic aerosol on soot seeds. Our key findings include the retarded growth of SOA on soot particles in humid conditions, in contrast to the continuous growth of SOA on soot in dry conditions. In humid conditions (80% RH), we observed the restructuring of soot particles from lacy to more compact structures, as observed in several previous studies Weingartner, Baltensperger et al. (1995), Zhang, Khalizov et al. (2008), Popovicheva, Persiantseva et al. (2008), Koehler, DeMott et al. (2009), Mikhailov, Vlasenko et al. (2009), Miljevic, Surawski et al. (2012), Ma, Zangmeister et al. (2013), China, Scarnato et al. (2015). The retarded growth of SOA on soot in humid conditions may be attributed to the compaction of soot leading to a significant decrease in free surface area available for the condensation
of SOA. In dry conditions, no significant compaction was observed and more SOA condensed on the soot particles. The material presented in chapter 4 is being assembled into a manuscript in advanced stage of preparation and that we plan to submit to the journal of Environmental Science and Technology by spring of 2016.
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2. Photoacoustic and Nephelometric Spectroscopy of Aerosol Optical Properties with a Supercontinuum Light Source

2.1. Abstract

A novel multi-wavelength photoacoustic-nephelometer spectrometer (SC-PNS) has been developed for the optical characterization of atmospheric aerosol particles. This instrument integrates a white light supercontinuum laser with photoacoustic and nephelometric spectroscopy to measure aerosol absorption and scattering coefficients at five wavelength bands (centered at 417, 475, 542, 607, and 675 nm). These wavelength bands were selected from the continuous spectrum of the laser (ranging from 400-2200 nm) using a set of optical interference filters. Absorption and scattering measurements on laboratory-generated aerosol samples were performed sequentially at each wavelength band.

To test the instrument we measured the wavelength dependence of absorption and scattering coefficients of kerosene soot and common salt aerosols. Results were favorably compared to those obtained with a commercial 3-wavelength photoacoustic and nephelometer instrument demonstrating the utility of the SC light source for studies of aerosol optical properties at selected wavelengths. Here, we discuss instrument design, development, calibration, performance and experimental results.

2.2. Introduction
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Atmospheric aerosols are major players in determining the Earth’s radiation budget (Horvath, 1993). Different particles have different absorption and scattering spectra. For example, soot particles absorb solar radiation over a broad wavelength range from the ultraviolet to the infrared; in contrast, most organic particles absorb weakly in the visible, while brown carbon particles absorbs mostly in the UV-blue part of the solar spectrum (Chen and Bond, 2010). Mineral dust particles also exhibit characteristic scattering and absorption spectra depending on their composition (e.g.; amount of iron oxides (Moosmüller et al., 2012)), size, and morphology. The absorption of solar radiation by these particles contributes to the heating of the surroundings atmosphere, while cooling the Earth’s surface, thereby affecting convective processes and cloud properties and lifecycle. Some particles including most organics, sulphates, and salts, scatter solar radiation efficiently without absorption, hence cooling the atmosphere (Chýlek et al., 1995) and reducing atmospheric visibility (Tang et al., 1981; Moosmüller et al., 2009a). These different aerosol species are released or formed into the atmosphere as a result of anthropogenic, biogenic, and other natural processes (like wind-driven dust entrainment) and significantly affect climate by means of their direct and indirect radiative forcing (Parry et al., 2007).

The efficiency of aerosols to absorb and scatter solar radiation depends upon particle characteristics like size, morphology, and refractive index. Therefore, aerosol absorption and scattering coefficients exhibit distinct wavelength dependencies. A number of experimental studies have been conducted to investigate the wavelength dependence of scattering and absorption of atmospheric aerosol exhibiting complex mixing of different components (e.g.; (Gyawali et al., 2012; Flowers et al., 2010; Gyawali et al., 2013; Bergstrom et al., 2007)). Several controlled laboratory studies have also been performed, generating aerosols including soot, salt, and biomass burning particles and controlling or studying in detail the mixing state of different components (e.g.; (Sheridan et al., 2005; Lewis et al., 2008; Cross et al., 2010)). Absorbing carbonaceous aerosols are termed light absorbing carbon and include soot and brown carbon (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006; Andreae and Gelencsér, 2006). An inverse dependence of the absorption coefficient on wavelength \( \lambda \) (i.e., \( \lambda^{-1} \)) has typically been observed for absorption by small soot particles (e.g.;
In general, over a limited wavelength range, the absorption coefficient is approximately proportional to $\lambda^{-b}$. While for small soot particle $b \approx 1$, for brown carbon particles that can be generated for example from smoldering biomass burning, the value of the exponent $b$ is wavelength dependent and is typically significantly greater than 1 for shorter visible and UV wavelengths leading to much enhanced absorption in the blue part of the solar spectrum (e.g. (Sun et al., 2007; Lewis et al., 2008; Lack et al., 2012; Ramanathan et al., 2005). Salts, such as NaCl and (NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$, are non-absorbing in the visible and contribute to light extinction mostly by scattering the incident radiation (Abu-Rahmah et al., 2006; Irshad et al., 2009; Chamaillard et al., 2003; Schnaiter et al., 2006).

Measurement of the wavelength dependence of aerosol optical properties has been a challenging task, due to the dependence of optical properties on highly variable parameters such as mixing, morphology, composition, and size, and due to the inhomogeneous distribution of aerosols in the atmosphere. Integrating nephelometry is the most common technique for measuring in-situ aerosol scattering coefficients (Heintzenberg and Charlson, 1996; Abu-Rahmah et al., 2006). The two most common types of nephelometers are: a) direct integrating nephelometer and b) reciprocal integrating nephelometer (Marcos, 1999). A number of in-situ measurement techniques for the quantification of light absorption by aerosols have been available for years. The photoacoustic technique is currently gaining recognition due to its higher accuracy with respect to filter-based instruments and due to the availability of commercial instruments (Moosmüller et al., 2009b; Lack et al., 2008). Several photoacoustic instrument designs have been developed by different groups for applications in the field of atmospheric measurements. Modern photoacoustic instruments typically exploit the high brightness and directionality of laser sources; however, these sources are generally monochromatic.

The commercially available photoacoustic spectrometer (PASS-3, by DMT Inc.), has evolved from its prototype single wavelength photoacoustic spectrometer (Arnott et al., 1999) and the dual wavelength photoacoustic spectrometer (Lewis et al., 2008) to the 3-wavelength instrument at 405 nm, 532 nm and 781 nm, each wavelength being generated.
by an individual laser. These instruments also simultaneously measure aerosol scattering by reciprocal nephelometric technique. From the simultaneous measurement of the extensive absorption and scattering coefficients, one can obtain the aerosol single scattering albedo (SSA), which is the ratio of the scattering to the extinction coefficients. The SSA is an intensive quantity and is one of the fundamental parameters needed to calculate the aerosol radiative forcing (e.g.; (Chylek and Wong, 1995)). The simultaneous measurement of absorption and scattering coefficients with these instruments allows obtaining additional information from the same aerosol sample, in contrast to instruments which provide only an estimate of absorption, such as the aethalometer, the Particle Soot/Absorption Photometer (PSAP), and the Multi-Angle Absorption Photometer (MAAP)).

A photoacoustic instrument discussed in Lack et al. (2006) uses a multi-pass cell to increase sensitivity at a single wavelength (532 nm). The latest multi-wavelength development of this instrument operates at three wavelengths: 404, 532, and 658 nm. Another multi-wavelength photoacoustic instrument developed by Ajtai et al. (Ajtai et al., 2010) at the University of Szeged, Hungary measures the aerosol absorption simultaneously at four different wavelengths (266, 355, 532, and 1064 nm) by using a single laser source and higher harmonics generation. In a recent development, a tunable narrow linewidth Optical Parametrical Oscillator (OPO) has been combined with a photoacoustic cell for the sequential measurement of aerosol absorption coefficients over a wide spectral range (Haisch et al., 2012).

The main motivation behind the development of new instrumentation with increasing number of operating wavelengths is the role that wavelength dependencies of aerosol absorption and scattering have on radiative forcing and climate. The use of a broadband laser source is an alternative to high power tunable lasers (such as the OPO) or the increased number of single wavelength sources in current photoacoustic spectrometers (as in the PASS-3). Supercontinuum, white light lasers are currently gaining great interest in biomedical applications, optical communications, as well as in fundamental spectroscopy due to their broad spectral bandwidth, high power, high stability, and relatively flat
spectrum. Although supercontinuum generation has its roots in the pioneering work by Alfano and Shapiro in the early 1970’s (Alfano and Shapiro, 1970), compact and robust supercontinuum lasers have become commercially available only in the last decade. Typically in these table-top systems, the supercontinuum generation is based on the spectral broadening of ultrashort laser pulses in photonic crystal fibers due to their high optical nonlinearity (Russell, 2003; Knight, 2003; Ranka et al., 2000; Dudley et al., 2006).

We present here the development of a new instrument that combines a supercontinuum light source with a photoacoustic-nephelometer spectrometer (SC-PNS) for the simultaneous measurement of the scattering and absorption coefficients of an aerosol sample at a given wavelength band. First, we describe the prototype development and its calibration, and then we discuss some preliminary tests performed with different laboratory-generated aerosols followed by a discussion on the performance of the instrument. The broad spectrum of the supercontinuum source that covers almost the entire tropospheric solar spectrum, currently enables us to characterize the aerosols at five wavelength bands in the visible, and future work will expand this capability to the near-infrared (NIR).

2.3. Instrument description

In Fig. 1, we show the schematic of the multi-wavelength photoacoustic-nephelometer spectrometer discussed here. The instrument uses a supercontinuum laser as a broadband light source combined with photoacoustic and nephelometry cells which allows measuring scattering and absorption of aerosol particles over a broad wavelength range.

![Figure 2-1 Schematics of the supercontinuum integrated photoacoustic-nephelometer spectrometer](image-url)
The supercontinuum Laser SC400 (Fianium Inc.) used in our study has a core pumped Yb-doped fiber as a master oscillator and uses a passive mode locking technique that enables the emission of short laser pulses (<10 ps) with a high pulse repetition rate (20 MHz). The radiation from the master oscillator is amplified using a polarization-maintaining double-clad Yb-doped fiber, pumped by a high power laser diode. The high peak power pulses emitted by the amplifier enter then a highly non-linear photonic crystal fiber that causes large spectral broadening resulting in supercontinuum emission starting at a wavelength of ~400 nm, peaking around 1200-1300 nm, and extending beyond 2200 nm. A detailed discussion of the process of supercontinuum generation in non-linear Yb-doped double-clad fibers can be found in Roy et al. (2007). The beam exiting the fiber is collimated with a lens-based collimator. The spectrum of the collimated laser beam has been obtained with a Fieldspec 3 Portable Spectroradiometer (ASD Inc.) and is shown in Fig. 2.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 2-2** Supercontinuum full spectrum and spectrum with visible filter unit

In the SC-PNS, the collimated beam from the supercontinuum laser is passed through a combination of optical filters used to select the wavelength bands of interest. First, the visible part of the supercontinuum spectrum is selected by using a visible light bandpass filter unit. This filter unit consists of two dichroic mirrors placed diagonally and opposite to each other. These dichroic mirrors reflect the visible wavelengths, which exit the filter unit as a visible white light beam. The NIR wavelengths are transmitted through the dichroic mirrors and are dissipated. Figure 2 also shows the spectrum of the beam filtered...
by the visible light filter with a logarithmic radiance axis. Notice the peak at 1064 nm corresponding to the residual of the fundamental emission from the master source.

The selection of different wavelength bands is achieved by using a series of single-bandpass filters (BrightLine filters by Semrock) mounted on a filterwheel (Edmund Optics) which can be rotated manually by the operator. During the instrument calibration, the total measurement time on each filter was five to six minutes while during the experiments, it was three to four minutes, after which the filter wheel was rotated to select a different wavelength band. Aerosols do not exhibit sharp spectral features; therefore, the bandpass width of each filter was chosen as a tradeoff between the need for modest spectral resolution and significant laser power (the photoacoustic signal is directly proportional to the laser power, see Eq. (1)). The filter center wavelengths were chosen to cover most of the visible spectrum available from the supercontinuum source. The optical specifications of the single-band bandpass filters are listed in Table 1.

**Table 2-1: Optical specifications of single-band bandpass filters used in the supercontinuum integrated photoacoustic-nephelometer spectrometer.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>387 – 447</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>&gt; 90</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>450-500</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>&gt;90</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>517 – 567</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>&gt; 93</td>
<td>45.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>572 – 642</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>&gt; 92</td>
<td>86.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>641.5 – 708.5</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>&gt;90</td>
<td>64.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The spectrum of the beam emerging from the visible filter unit shown in Fig. 2 contains some residual NIR light beyond 800 nm. An IR blocking filter (FGS900 Thorlabs) was used in front of the filter wheel to greatly reduce the power of this spurious NIR component. Figure 3 represents the spectra obtained for the beam filtered with the visible filter unit, the IR blocking filter, and each one of the interference filters.
Figure 2-3 Radiance spectra from single band filters (colored lines). Longer wavelengths are filtered out by using an infrared blocking filter (dashed line represents the transmission spectrum of the IR filter on the right vertical axis).

The aerosol measurement cell unit used in our experiments consists of two cylindrical cells connected in series. The first cell is used for the measurement of absorption coefficients (photoacoustic spectrometer) and the second for the measurement of scattering coefficients (reciprocal nephelometer) (Fig. 1). Particles flow through both cells along their axis, and the laser beam propagates coaxial to the airflow. The sample flow is maintained at a rate of ~0.6 lpm by using a critical orifice and a pump. The critical orifice also acoustically isolates the photoacoustic cell from the pump.

The photoacoustic cell consists of an acoustic resonator of length ~118 mm which is approximately equal to half of the acoustic wavelength, and diameter 6.35 mm. The resonator is equipped with a hearing aid microphone (Knowles Inc. model# EK 23028) to measure the acoustic signal generated in the photoacoustic process (Tam, 1986). The optical power at the filter-selected wavelength band is modulated at the resonant acoustic frequency of the cell (~1.5 kHz) by using an optical chopper (New Focus model #3501). The modulated light enters the cell through a Brewster window. When sample particles absorb the modulated laser radiation, an acoustic signal is generated. The resonator amplifies the signal improving the signal to noise ratio. The microphone mounted in the
resonator at the acoustic antinode detects the acoustic signal as a pressure change on its surface. The absorption coefficient of the aerosol is given by:

\[ \beta_m = \frac{P_m A_{res} \pi^2 f_0}{P_L (\gamma - 1)Q} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where, \( P_m \) is the pressure at the microphone at the resonant frequency \( f_0 \), \( P_L \) is the laser power; \( A_{res} \) is the area of the geometric resonator cross section, \( \gamma \) is the ratio of specific heat at constant pressure and volume, and \( Q \) is the quality factor of the resonator (Rosencwaig, 1980; Arnott et al., 1999; Lewis et al., 2008; Moosmüller et al., 2009b) \( \sim 20.9 \) for our cell.

The scattering cell incorporates a reciprocal integrating nephelometer design (Marcos, 1999). The cell is equipped with two apertures of \( \sim 6.5 \) mm diameter, and the scattering measurements are performed in the volume between these apertures. The apertures serve to decrease background radiation and to limit the truncation angle to \( \pm 5 \) deg. The “scattering photodiode” (ThorLabs FDS100) used to detect the scattering signal is mounted on top of the nephelometer cell between the two apertures. A Lambertian diffuser is placed in front of the photodiode to provide an integrated cosine-weighted scattering signal. The laser radiation that propagates through the photoacoustic cell without being absorbed or scattered by the aerosols and gases within the cells, is detected by a photodiode (ThorLabs FDS100, we will refer to it as the “extinction photodiode”), mounted on an integrating sphere for measuring the total optical power entering it.

A control box incorporates an HEPA filter and a solenoid switch that the operator (or a computer digital signal) can periodically turn on to let the sample flow through an HEPA filter before reaching the measurement cell; this procedure is used to measure the background signal with particles removed from the sample. The control box also contains a sensor to measure the sample air pressure. The scattering and absorption background signals are due to electronic noise, molecular Rayleigh scattering, absorption by gases like NO2 present in the sampled air, and scattering or absorption of the laser beam at the windows and walls of the cells. In our experiments, background measurements were done
before and after every minute of sample measurement. Table 2 shows the statistics (average, standard deviation and count) for the background signals for absorption and scattering as measured at each wavelength band. All data used in the statistics, correspond to an individual measurement time of about 2-3 seconds. The background values of absorption and scattering are subtracted from the measured values to obtain the actual absorption and scattering by the aerosol particles alone. An integrated capacitive and band-gap sensor (Sensirion model# SHT75) was used to measure relative humidity and temperature of the aerosol sample. Since the sensor is sensitive to particle contaminations, it was installed after a particle filter at the outlet of the instrument.
Table 2-2: Statistics (average, standard deviation and count) for absorption and scattering background measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter center wavelength [nm]</th>
<th>Absorption</th>
<th>Scattering</th>
<th>Number of measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>St. Dev.</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>2264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>475</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>2254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>542</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>607</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>675</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instrument data are acquired with a National Instruments data acquisition card that has 8 channels for synchronous acquisition (NI PCI-6143) and a desktop PC. The card also provides a TTL signal to drive the chopper at the reference frequency and phase. LabView software includes functions of lock-in amplifier and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyzer for phase sensitive detection of the photoacoustic signal and reduction of the noise in the microphone signal (Arnott et al., 1999; Scofield, 1994; Scott et al., 2001). The FFT is also used to measure the transmitted laser and scattered power.

During some of the experiments we simultaneously operated a commercial 3-wavelength photoacoustic/nephelometer spectrometer (PASS-3 by DMT Inc.) and a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS by TSI model# 3080). The PASS-3 simultaneously measures the aerosol scattering and absorption at 405, 532 and 781 nm, while our current instrument measures scattering and absorption at one wavelength at a time.

2.4. Aerosol Generation and Delivery System

Laboratory generated kerosene soot and nebulized salt (NaCl) aerosols were used to calibrate and test the instrument. Soot was generated with a simple kerosene lamp sold for domestic use. Salt in aqueous solution was nebulized using an ultrasonic mist maker or an
The nebulized salt solution was then dried by passing it through a dessicator (anhydrous drierite) that reduced the sample RH value to ~30% before delivery to the instrument. The aerosol sample was forced through the sample line by an eductor pump which provided diluted, relatively steady aerosol concentrations.

Because our instrument operated only at one wavelength-band at a time, in order to compare the aerosol optical properties obtained at each wavelength-band, the aerosol concentration needed to vary slowly and monotonically and the size distribution needed to change as little as possible. This was achieved by using an iron lung, which is basically a steel cylindrical drum having a diameter of 64 cm and height of 86 cm. It is lined with a conductive liner and has a capacity of 277 l which takes 15-20 min to be fully filled with kerosene soot (diluted with air) with a flow rate of ~20 lpm (Arnold et al., 2013). As the aerosol is drawn from the lung by the instruments, the bag gradually collapses resulting in a slow and monotonically decaying particle concentration with small variations in the size distribution. The sampling time from the lung was about 2 hours as the flow used by the instruments added up to a total of about 2 lpm. The typical absorption and scattering coefficients measured by the SC-PNS and PASS-3 at the iron lung output were in the order of 2000-3000 Mm\(^{-1}\). The SMPS was used for monitoring the size distribution and concentration of the aerosol sample delivered from the iron lung. The average mode number diameter (MND) and geometric standard deviation (GSD) for soot were 208(±16) nm and 1.77(±0.03) nm, respectively over a period of 2 hours and 6 minutes. For salt, the average MND and the GSD measured by SMPS were 140(±7) nm and 1.77(±0.012) nm, respectively over a period of 2 hours and 6 minutes. The number in parenthesis represents one standard deviation (Fig. 4).
Figure 2-4 Normalized size distribution of (a) soot and (b) salt aerosols measured by an SMPS during the experiment. The black curve indicates the initial size distribution at the beginning of the experiment and the grey dashed curve indicates the size distribution toward the end of experiment.

2.5. Instrument Calibration

The calibration procedure of the SC-PNS involves four steps: 1) calibration of the extinction photodiode, 2) measurement of the resonance response of the acoustic cell, 3) calibration of the scattering photodiode (including the diffuser angular response), and 4) absorption calibration (calibration of the microphone response).

The extinction photodiode is calibrated by comparing the output signal of the photodiode with the power of the laser at the different wavelength bands as measured by a calibrated power meter (ThorLabs, PM100D) at the end of SC-PNS cells.

The resonance response of the acoustic cell is measured using a piezoelectric transducer by scanning its emission frequency and recording the signal at the microphone. The microphone signal is then compared to a Lorentzian resonance curve and a least square fit is performed using a second order polynomial to obtain the values of the resonator quality factor, $Q$ and the resonance frequency, $f_0$ Arnott et al. (1999).

The absorption and scattering calibration procedure for the SC-PNS is based on the measurement of single-pass light extinction. High sample concentrations yielding
absorption or scattering coefficients up to 40,000-60,000 Mm\(^{-1}\) are necessary to obtain a significant extinction signal (significantly higher than the extinction detection limit as reported in Table 3) in the order of 1-3\% (Eq. (3)) due to the short optical path \(L\) within the cell (405 mm). The scattering calibrations at the different wavelengths, are carried out using non-absorbing aerosols (e.g.; salt) while absorbing aerosols (e.g.; soot) are used for absorption calibrations. The calibration coefficients are determined by comparing the scattering and absorption signals to the extinction signal and exploiting the optical closure relation given by:

\[
\beta_{\text{ext}} = \beta_{\text{sca}} + \beta_{\text{abs}},
\]

(2)

where \(\beta_{\text{ext}}\) is the extinction coefficient calculated from the equation:

\[
P_{\text{PD}} = P_L \exp(-\beta_{\text{sca}}L),
\]

(3)

and \(\beta_{\text{abs}}\) is the absorption coefficient, \(\beta_{\text{sca}}\) is the scattering coefficient, \(P_L\) is the laser power in absence of aerosols, \(L\) is the length of the cell, and \(P_{\text{PD}}\) is the transmitted laser power detected by the extinction photodiode. Abu-Rahmah et al. (2006) describe the scattering calibration technique for the nephelometer using white (non-absorbing) aerosols. Ammonium sulphate \((\text{NH}_4)_2\text{SO}_4\) and Sodium Chloride \((\text{NaCl})\) can be considered non-absorbing in the spectral range of interest. In our experiments we used NaCl dissolved in water and aerosolized with the system described earlier.

For non-absorbing aerosols \(\beta_{\text{abs}}=0\) and \(\beta_{\text{ext}} = \beta_{\text{sca}}\), then \(\beta_{\text{ext}}\) obtained from Eq. (3) is used to obtain the scattering calibration factor. With this aim, the signal measured by the scattering photodiode is plotted against the extinction signal; the slope of a linear fit gives the scattering calibration constant.
Similarly, the calibration constant for absorption is calculated using a strongly absorbing aerosol and Eq(s). (2) and (3) with the calibrated scattering, and again using the extinction measurement. We used kerosene soot as a strongly absorbing aerosol (Arnott et al., 2000). The calibration constant for absorption is given by the slope of a linear regression of the microphone signal vs. the extinction minus the scattering signals.

Figure 5(a) shows the extinction vs. scattering plot for the scattering calibration check at all filter wavelengths during one of our experiments, and Fig. 5(b) shows the absorption vs. extinction-scattering plot for the absorption calibration check. Scattering and absorption calibration constants of 0.99(±0.02) and 1.14(±0.03), respectively were obtained in this instance within a confidence interval of 95%. The variability in the calibration is calculated as the standard deviation of the calibration constants, as obtained from the absorption and the scattering calibrations at the five different filter wavelength bands. The variation within different calibrations is less than 15% for scattering and less than 8% for absorption. The graphs also show that there is no systematic wavelength-dependence in the calibration variability and that the instrument response is quite linear over large scattering and absorption ranges.
Results and Discussion

After calibration, the SC-PNS was tested with kerosene soot and nebulized NaCl salt in two separate experiments and the results were compared to the PASS-3 data. As mentioned earlier, the PASS-3 operated continuously during the experiment measuring at three wavelengths simultaneously, while the SC-PAS was operated in sequence, one wavelength at a time; measurements were done with each optical filter for ~1 minute. In the following discussion, we will refer to “run” as a full set of the different optical filters (from 1 to 5). We performed background measurements before and after sample measurement on each filter. The experiment for each aerosol type lasted for about 2 hours.

Figure 2-5 (a) Scattering and (b) absorption calibration plots for the SC-PNS instrument at all filter wavelengths. Colors correspond to the center wavelength of each filter.

2.6. Results and Discussion

After calibration, the SC-PNS was tested with kerosene soot and nebulized NaCl salt in two separate experiments and the results were compared to the PASS-3 data. As mentioned earlier, the PASS-3 operated continuously during the experiment measuring at three wavelengths simultaneously, while the SC-PAS was operated in sequence, one wavelength at a time; measurements were done with each optical filter for ~1 minute. In the following discussion, we will refer to “run” as a full set of the different optical filters (from 1 to 5). We performed background measurements before and after sample measurement on each filter. The experiment for each aerosol type lasted for about 2 hours.
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with 5-6 complete runs. The aerosol was sampled at a rate of 2 lpm from the iron lung, which has a capacity 277 l so the lung is expected to be able to deliver aerosols for ~2 h 20 min. The total time taken by 6 runs in an experiment was approximately 2 h 6 min; therefore after 6 runs we started noticing a rapid drop in the aerosol concentrations by a third of the original value and we stopped measuring after that. A comparison of the data obtained from the two instruments is discussed next.

The PASS-3 and the SC-PNS data were first normalized to the average of the PASS-3 signal over the time correspondent to each wavelength of the first run. This was done to normalize for the changes in aerosol concentration over the span of the entire experiment and to allow for a direct comparison of the different SC-PAS wavelengths.

The two instruments operate at different wavelengths and different bandwidths; therefore, in order to compare the measurements, the absorption and scattering measured by the PASS-3 was interpolated over the spectrum of the supercontinuum through each filter. The interpolation for the wavelengths correspondent to the filters F1 and F2 was done using the Ångström exponent for absorption and scattering calculated from the 405 and 532 nm wavelengths from the PASS-3 using Eq. (4). The interpolation for the wavelengths correspondent to the filters F3, F4 and F5 was done using the Ångström exponents calculated from the 532 nm and 781 nm data from the PASS-3. The interpolated value at each wavelength was averaged over the wavelength bandwidth for each filter weighted by the spectral radiance transmitted by each filter (the radiance data from Fig. 3 were used) using Eq. (5).

\[ \beta_{\text{abs(sca)}}(\lambda) = C \cdot \lambda^{-\alpha_{\text{abs(sca)}}}, \]

where, \( C \) is a wavelength-independent constant and \( \alpha_{\text{abs(sca)}} \) is the Ångström exponent for absorption or scattering (Moosmüller et al., 2011). The interpolated value at each wavelength was averaged over the wavelength bandwidth for each filter weighted by the spectral radiance transmitted by each filter (the radiance data from Fig. 3 were used) using Eq. (5).
\[
\langle \beta_{\text{abs(sca)}}(\lambda) \rangle = \frac{\int_{\lambda_{\text{PASS-3}}}^{\lambda_{\text{max}}}}{\lambda_{\text{min}}} \left( \frac{\lambda}{\lambda_{\text{PASS-3}}} \right) \beta_{\text{abs(sca)}}(\lambda)\lambda_{\text{PASS-3}} E(\lambda) d\lambda
\]

Where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength between minimum \( (\lambda_{\text{min}}) \) and maximum \( (\lambda_{\text{max}}) \) of a single band filter and \( E(\lambda) \) is the radiance transmitted by the filter at wavelength \( \lambda \); \( \beta_{\text{abs(sca)}}(\lambda_{\text{PASS-3}}) \) is the absorption or scattering measured at wavelength \( (\lambda_{\text{PASS-3}}) \) by the PASS-3; \( \alpha_{\text{abs(sca)}} \) is the Ångström exponent for absorption or scattering obtained from PASS-3 measurements for the respective wavelength pair.

A correction for background drifts of the PASS-3 was applied by linearly interpolating the background values between two consecutive background measurements. This procedure was not necessary for the SC-PAS due to the frequent zeroing and the high stability of the laser. The data so obtained from the PASS-3 were compared to the values of absorption and scattering measured by the SC-PNS. The wavelength dependencies of absorption and scattering for kerosene soot and NaCl measured by the SC-PNS and the PASS-3 are compared and discussed next in this section. The SC-PNS data presented in the following figures are the average of all the measurements at each wavelength band over the different runs. The error bars represent the square root of the sum of the squares of the standard errors (standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of data) of the measurements for each run, background error, and the estimated variability in the calibration (8% in absorption and 15% in scattering). The error in the background is calculated as the standard error of the mean of the absorption and scattering signals obtained during background measurements (zeroing).

2.6.1. Kerosene soot

Figure 6(a) shows the absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength with a power law fit of the SC-PNS data yielding an Absorption Ångström Exponent (AAE) of \( \sim 0.972 \) (±0.001). This value is consistent with the \( \lambda^{-1} \) dependence demonstrated in a number of theoretical and experimental studies previously conducted on kerosene soot (Sheridan et
al., 2005; Bergstrom et al., 2002; Moosmüller et al., 2009a). During the Reno aerosol optics study (Sheridan et al., 2005) the AAE for kerosene soot was measured to be in the range of 0.94 to 1.0. The Scattering Ångström Exponent (SAE) in our experiment is ~1.611 (±0.005) as shown in Fig. 6(b). For comparison, Gyawali et al. (2012) obtained a SAE of 1.88 for kerosene soot; we point out that the SAE is strongly dependent on particle size. The single scattering albedo as a function of wavelength is shown in Fig. 6(c) and is decreasing with increasing wavelength above 550 nm for both instruments. Measurements from the two instruments agree with each other within the statistical uncertainties of the data.

**Figure 2-6** (a) Absorption ($\beta_{abs}$) and (b) scattering ($\beta_{sca}$) coefficients of kerosene soot vs. wavelength ($\lambda$) measured by PASS-3 and SC-PNS, error bars indicate square root of the sum of squares of background error, standard deviation of mean (standard error) and
calibration variability. (c) Wavelength dependence of single scattering albedo (SSA) of kerosene soot, error bars indicate the error propagated from absorption and scattering.

2.6.2. Salt

Common salt (NaCl) aerosol is white (SSA = 1) and is expected to show negligible absorption at visible wavelengths. Figure 7(a) shows the absorption coefficient of salt obtained from SC-PNS and PASS-3. The absorption coefficients from the two instruments are zero within their respective errors demonstrating, as expected, that scattering does not interfere with the absorption measurement, or in other words, the photoacoustic effect is insensitive to scattering. On the other hand, the values of scattering coefficients obtained from the two instruments show strong wavelength dependence (Fig. 7(b)). In view of the zero absorption, the single scattering albedo (Fig. 7(c)) had a constant value ~1, irrespective of wavelength.
2.6.3. Nitrogen Dioxide

Nitrogen dioxide absorbs throughout the visible region and therefore can be used to evaluate the absorption measured by SC-PNS. With this aim, we conducted an experiment by maintaining a continuous flow of $101.3(\pm2)$ ppm (mole %) NO$_2$ in air through the instrument. The difference between the scattering coefficient of particle free air and the NO$_2$ mixture is negligible in the visible region, and therefore the measured extinction coefficient of the laser radiation should correspond to the absorption coefficient. The photoacoustic signal (expressed in units inverse megameters as calibrated with kerosene soot) and the scattering coefficient were measured directly and the extinction coefficient was calculated from the laser powers measured with the extinction photodiode at the integrating sphere using Eq. (6).

\[
\beta_{\text{ext}} = -\frac{1}{L} \ln \left( \frac{I}{I_0} \right)
\]  

(6)
Where, $I_0$ is the laser intensity measured while particle-free dry air was flowing through the instrument, $I$ is the laser intensity measured with the 101.3 ppm NO$_2$ mixture flowing in the cell, and $L$ is the cell length.

The photoacoustic signal and the extinction coefficient obtained by our instrument at each wavelength band were compared to the absorption coefficients calculated from the NO$_2$ absorption cross sections using the HITRAN database at 294 K (Orphal and Chance, 2003; Rothman et al., 2003). Figure 8(a) shows a plot of the photoacoustic signal and extinction coefficient measured by our instrument and that calculated from the HITRAN database as a function of wavelength and Fig. 8(b) shows a plot of the photoacoustic signal and extinction coefficient measured as a function of the absorption coefficient from the HITRAN database for an NO$_2$ concentration of 101.3 ppm. For a direct comparison, the absorption coefficient from the HITRAN database was weighted by the spectral radiance at each wavelength and integrated over the complete wavelength band of each filter to obtain the absorption coefficient for the corresponding filter. Absorption by NO$_2$ decreases rapidly with increasing wavelengths while is accompanied by photodissociation at UV and blue wavelengths ($\sim$289-422 nm). The quantum yield of photodissociation for NO$_2$ is approximately 1 up to 370 nm and then decreases rapidly reaching a value of 0.02 around 422 nm (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998). Filter 1 (417 ± 60 nm) has a bandwidth range from 386 nm to 456 nm which overlaps with the expected photodissociation range. Therefore, as expected, for filter 1 we measured a photoacoustic signal ($\beta_{abs}$ PAS), which represents the response of the microphone, that is lower than the calculated NO$_2$ absorption coefficient and the measured extinction coefficient (Tian et al., 2013). In Figs. 8(a) and (b), the photoacoustic signal (correspondent to absorption only when photodissociation is negligible) is shown on a separate Y-axis to differentiate it from the absorption by NO$_2$ and to highlight the effect of photodissociation on the photoacoustic signal at the wavelength band corresponding to filter 1. We corrected for the photodissociation effect by weighting the quantum yield $\varphi$ by the spectral radiance of filter 1 ($\varphi_{net}$) and dividing the photacoustic signal by (1-$\varphi_{net}$). The corrected $\beta_{abs}$ (represented in the graph by the hollow circle in Fig. 8(b)) is increased by a factor of $\sim$1.3. No correction is needed for the other wavelength bands due to the negligible photodissociation quantum yield at these wavelengths. The
extinction and the absorption coefficients (including the corrected value for filter 1) lie on the 1:1 line ($\beta_{\text{abs}}^{\text{PAS}}$ and $\beta_{\text{ext}}^{\text{PAS}}$: $\beta_{\text{abs}}^{\text{HITRAN}}$) within the error limits. The uncertainty in the absorption coefficient calculated from the HITRAN database is calculated as the square root of the sum of squares of 2% uncertainty in NO$_2$ concentration, as per gas specification, and 2% uncertainty in NO$_2$ absorption cross section indicated in Orphal and Chance (2003). From our analysis and plot we omitted the absorption coefficient for the filter centered at 675 nm (filter 5), which was ~1000 Mm$^{-1}$ because NO$_2$ absorption cross sections beyond 663 nm are not available in the HITRAN database that we used.

Figure 2-8 (a) Extinction, photoacoustic signal measured by SC-PNS and absorption estimated from the HITRAN database vs. wavelength. (b) Extinction and absorption measured by SC-PNS vs. absorption estimated from the HITRAN database. The vertical error bars on the photoacoustic signal measured and corrected for photodissociation
indicate the square root of the sum of squares of the standard deviation of the mean (standard error) and the calibration variability. Vertical error bars on $\beta_{ext}$ indicate the square root of the sum of squares of the standard deviation of the mean (standard error) and the propagated error from the laser power measurement. Horizontal errors on the absorption coefficient calculated from the HITRAN database include 2% uncertainty in NO$_2$ absorption cross section data and 2% uncertainty in the NO$_2$ concentration.

The results of this experiment demonstrate the validity of the absorption calibration procedure discussed earlier, and indirectly also the scattering calibration, as the absorption calibration with kerosene soot is based on the difference between the extinction and the calibrated scattering signals, as previously discussed by Arnott et al. (2000).

2.7. Instrumental noise and minimum detection limits versus integration time

The instrumental noise and drifts were studied by operating the instrument with aerosol-free air (using indoor air filtered with a HEPA filter) for each wavelength band. The instrument stability and the minimum detection limit of the instrument were analyzed using Allan deviation plots. The instrument is considered to be stable for a length of time when the signal is free from drifts. Averaging the signal over this time reduces the noise of the instrument improves the signal to noise ratio, and hence the minimum detection limit of the instrument. For a signal which includes random noise and instrumental drift, the Allan deviation firstly decreases proportionally with the reciprocal of the square root of the averaging (integration) time and then increases as instrumental drift becomes significant (Werle et al., 1993; Skřínský et al., 2009).

We used a Matlab code written by Fabian Czerwinski (Czerwinski, 2010) to calculate the Allan deviation for the absorption scattering and extinction signals for the SC-PNS and the PASS-3 as shown in Fig(s). 9(a) and (b), respectively. Table 3 lists the approximate values of minimum detectable absorption, scattering and extinction coefficients obtained at each wavelength band of the SC-PNS for an equal integration time of 60 seconds. For
comparison we also added the minimum detection limits at 60 seconds integration time similarly calculated for the PASS-3.

**Figure 2-9** Allan deviation vs. integration time plots for (a) absorption ($\beta_{\text{abs}}$) and (b) scattering ($\beta_{\text{sca}}$) coefficients at different wavelength bands for SC-PNS and at different wavelengths for PASS-3. Black dotted vertical and grey dashed lines indicate 60s integration time and 1/square root of integration time, respectively as guides to the eye.
**Table 2-3:** Minimum detectable absorption (MDA) and scattering (MDS) coefficients for 60s integration time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SC-PNS Center wavelength [nm]</th>
<th>MDA [Mm⁻¹]</th>
<th>MDS [Mm⁻¹]</th>
<th>MDE [Mm⁻¹]</th>
<th>Laser power [mW]</th>
<th>PASS-3 Wavelength [nm]</th>
<th>MDA [Mm⁻¹]</th>
<th>MDS [Mm⁻¹]</th>
<th>MDE [Mm⁻¹]</th>
<th>Laser power [mW]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>475</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>542</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>16500</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>607</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>675</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Minimum detectable absorption of 0.5, 2 and 1 Mm$^{-1}$ and minimum detectable scattering of less than 2 Mm$^{-1}$ can be achieved for 542, 607 and 675 nm wavelengths by integrating the signal for $\sim$60 s. These values of minimum detectable absorption and scattering make the instrument capable of measuring ambient aerosols even in environments with medium aerosol concentrations.

2.8. Conclusions

We developed a new photoacoustic-nephelometer instrument using a supercontinuum laser as light source for the measurement of absorption and scattering coefficients of aerosol samples at multiple wavelengths (i.e., 417, 475, 542, 607, and 675 nm). The instrument was tested with kerosene soot and common salt for the wavelength dependence of aerosol optical properties and the results obtained were compared to a simultaneously operating commercial 3-wavelength photoacoustic and nephelometer instrument (PASS-3). The value of absorption and scattering Ångström exponent obtained for soot from our instrument agreed closely with values available in literature. Salt that has negligible absorption at visible wavelengths showed negligible photoacoustic signal, demonstrating the lack of scattering interferences on the absorption measurements, in contrast to filter-based measurements. Scattering coefficients of salt aerosol as obtained by our instrument, showed strong wavelength dependence departing from a simple power law. The absorption and scattering coefficients obtained with the commercial instrument and interpolated on the supercontinuum wavelength bands agreed with the observations from the SC-PNS. The absorption coefficient as measured for the first four wavelength bands agree well with theoretical calculations when measuring a mixture of NO$_2$ in air. As the instrument operates over broad wavelength bands, the knowledge of the spectral details of absorption by gaseous species is less critical that for single line laser-based photoacoustic systems.

The current version of the instrument measures at each wavelength band, one at a time, which requires a stable size distribution and monotonic (or at least well-constrained) variation in the concentration of the sample particles, to measure accurate aerosol absorption and scattering spectra. Efforts toward the development of a field deployable
instrument are currently under way by improving the current instrument to measure simultaneously at different wavelengths and to expand the measurement spectral region to the NIR to allow the characterization of aerosol optical properties over most of the solar spectrum. Due to the minimum detectable absorption and scattering coefficients, the instrument can find applications in laboratory as well as in field studies down to medium pollution environmental conditions. The instrument can provide valuable and unique information on the wavelength dependence of the optical properties of ambient and laboratory-generated aerosols.
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3. Links between physical properties of secondary organic aerosol and soot morphology during the Carbonaceous Aerosols and Radiative Effects Study

3.1. Abstract

Organic aerosols may constitute up to 90% of non-refractory particle mass in rural and urban atmospheres. Mixing of soot with organic matter and soot morphology play a very crucial role in determining the optical properties of soot. Condensation of vapor phase organics on soot or coagulation of soot with organic aerosols are important soot mixing processes in the atmosphere. Several modeling studies have been conducted to investigate the role of the condensation and coagulation processes in the evolution of soot mixing state.

In this manuscript, we identify and characterize various soot-SOA mixing states employing single particle tilted imaging in a scanning electron microscope. We present evidences of condensation and coagulation mixing processes occurring simultaneously in a forested environment. By imaging the deformation of SOA particles during their impaction on the substrate, we inferred that different SOA particles had variable viscosity. Low viscosity SOA dominated the SOA population (~80%). We find that 90% of partially encapsulated soot (the configuration in which soot is attached to or partially engulfed into a host particle) had a low viscosity SOA host particle, while most of the SOA particles having high viscosity remained externally mixed. Our study reveals a link between viscosity of SOA and the mixing state of soot particles.

3.2. Introduction

Atmospheric soot particles (often termed as black carbon) or nano-sphere soot (ns-soot) (Buseck, Adachi et al. 2014) are aggregates of carbonaceous spherules (monomers). Soot has been suggested to be the second largest contributor to the Earth’s positive radiative

3 Based on the manuscript in preparation for Geophysical Research Letters (to be submitted in spring 2016)
forcing due to its ability to absorb solar radiation efficiently (Bond, Doherty et al. 2013). Soot, when freshly emitted into the atmosphere, has typically a fractal-like morphology (Sorensen and Feke 1996, Buseck, Adachi et al. 2014). As these particles age in the atmosphere due to their interaction with water vapor or other aerosol species, their morphology changes to structures which may be compacted, coated and/or coagulated with other aerosol species like organics, sulfates, dust etc. (Adachi and Buseck 2013, China, Mazzoleni et al. 2013, Adachi, Zaizen et al. 2014, China, Salvadori et al. 2014, China, Scarnato et al. 2015, Scarnato, China et al. 2015). Radiative forcing models often assume simplified spherical shape for fresh, unmixed soot and spherical core-shell structure for coated soot. Simplified treatment of the soot morphology and mixing states in radiative forcing models partly account for large uncertainties associated with radiative forcing estimates (Myhre, Shindell et al. 2013).

Coagulation of soot with other co-existing aerosols has been identified as one of the important mixing mechanisms occurring in the atmosphere (Riemer, West et al. 2009). In a numerical simulation study, Riemer, West et al. (2010), showed that for an urban plume, condensation is the dominant aging mechanism during daytime, while during night, in the absence of condensable species, coagulation takes over. Soot particles coagulated or attached to other aerosol (termed as host) have been reported in several microscopy studies and from various sources and locations (Adachi and Buseck 2008, Adachi and Buseck 2013, China, Mazzoleni et al. 2013, China, Salvadori et al. 2014, China, Scarnato et al. 2015, Scarnato, China et al. 2015). Sedlacek, Lewis et al. (2012), developed a novel method to identify non-core-shell soot containing particles using a single particle soot photometer (SP2). They reported that more than 60% of the particles in a biomass plume sampled at a measurement site in Long Island, NY in summer of 2011 exhibited non-core-shell structures. Several previous studies (Bond and Bergstrom 2006, Adachi and Buseck 2013, Bond, Doherty et al. 2013) have established the dependence of the optical properties of internally mixed soot on the location of soot within a host particle. Based on numerical simulations, Adachi and Buseck (2013) suggested that the light absorption by soot attached to other particles was overestimated by about 20% when assuming a core-shell
morphology. These studies therefore, emphasize the need to consider the details of the soot morphology in radiative forcing and climate models.

Zhang, Jimenez et al. (2007) and Kanakidou, Seinfeld et al. (2005) have shown that organic aerosols constitute up to 90% of non-refractory submicron particle mass in urban and rural areas. The viscosity of organic aerosols has been under investigation for the past few years due to its effect on SOA phase state (Virtanen, Joutsensaari et al. 2010), chemical diffusion rates (O'Brien, Neu et al. 2014), and SOA growth mechanism and growth rates (Renbaum-Wolff, Grayson et al. 2013). Previous studies have shown that the viscosity, and hence the phase of SOA, are dependent upon the relative humidity conditions (Vaden, Song et al. 2010, Virtanen, Joutsensaari et al. 2010, Koop, Bookhold et al. 2011, Vaden, Imre et al. 2011, Virtanen, Kannosto et al. 2011, Kuwata and Martin 2012, Saukko, Lambe et al. 2012, Renbaum-Wolff, Grayson et al. 2013). Virtanen, Joutsensaari et al. (2010) have advocated the investigation of the potential influence of oxidation on the phase state of SOA.

In this paper, we present a detailed single particle analysis of samples collected at different times of the day from a forested site in Cool, California, during the Carbonaceous Aerosol and Radiative Effect Study (CARES 2010) using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) for single particle imaging and analysis. The aim of this study is to investigate the evolution of soot mixing state due to condensation or coagulation with SOA. Here we provide evidences that the viscosity of SOA particles might be a key player in soot-SOA mixing via the coagulation process.

3.3. Experimental section

3.3.1. Sampling sites and Meteorology

During CARES, two sampling sites, a urban site termed T0, and a forest site termed T1, were set up to study the evolution of the mixing state of carbonaceous aerosols and their effects on radiative forcing (Figure 1(a)). The site T0, located in the city of Sacramento, CA mostly sampled emissions from anthropogenic sources. The site T1, situated in the forested areas of the foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains in Cool, CA, was dominated by biogenic emissions. During the campaign, there were periods when
south-westerly winds transported the Sacramento urban plume to T1 (Fast, Gustafson Jr et al. 2012). These periods are identified here as “transport events”. During these transport events, substantial mixing of the Sacramento urban plume with the biogenic emissions at T1 was expected. The south-westerly wind periods were interrupted by periods in which winds swept the Sacramento urban plume towards the southeast. These periods are termed here as “non-transport events”. During these non-transport events, the samples at T1 were expected to be mostly unaffected by the fresh urban emissions (Fast, Gustafson Jr et al. 2012, Zaveri, Shaw et al. 2012).

Figure 3-1 (a) Map showing the CARES sampling sites T0 and T1 and the wind patterns during the field campaign. Blue arrow in the direction from T0 to T1 indicate the typical wind direction. (b) Temperature and humidity at the T1 site during the sampling
period used in this study. Grey rectangles indicate the sampling periods for samples A, B and C.

3.3.2. Aerosol sample collection and measurements

During the field campaign, we collected ambient aerosol samples at the T0 and T1 sites to study the morphology and mixing state of individual particles using offline scanning electron microscopy. We used a custom-made sampler to collect aerosol on nucelopore polycarbonate membranes/filters (100 nm pore size). Details of the sampler are given in previously published work (Zaveri, Shaw et al. 2012). We collected samples continuously during CARES, using a new membrane every two hours during the day and 4-6 hours during the night time.

For this paper, we focused on samples collected on June 21-22, 2010. These days were characterized by northwesterly wind that started on June 20th. This northwesterly wind period followed a transport period that brought the urban outflow from Sacramento into the biogenically-influenced T1 site; therefore, the soot sampled during this period was expected to be 1-2 days old (Fast, Gustafson Jr et al. 2012, Zaveri, Shaw et al. 2012). We used top-view and tilted view imaging with a Field Emission-Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM, Hitachi S-4700) to characterize single soot particles, their morphology and their mixing.

3.3.3. Particle classification and soot mixing state

Firstly, based on the geometrical structure and shape of each individual particle, the particle population of the sampled aerosols was grouped into three main categories: (1) soot, (2) spherical (3) others particles (China, Salvadori et al. 2014). Based on the observations made by Moffet, Rödel et al. (2013) using STXM/NEXAFS on ambient particles collected on different days during CARES from T1, spherical or nearly spherical shaped particles were dominated by organic material. Soot particles were further categorized into two subcategories and a total of five groups, based on their morphology and mixing state: a) coated soot in a scale of coating from 0 to 3, based on a qualitative estimate of the thickness of the coating material visible on the soot particle. Where coated-0 (C-0) are bare or very thinly coated soot particles, while coated-3 (C-3) are fully
embedded soot particles, as discussed by China, Mazzoleni et al. (2013) and China, Scarnato et al. (2015). Soot particles that have an intermediate degree of coating, above 0 but below 3, are identified as C-1 or C-2. b) Partially encapsulated soot (PE). PE are soot particles that possibly coagulated with other co-existing particulate material. However, because the classification is based on a visual inspection and due to the surface imaging in SEM that does not allow to see through the coating material, this classification likely underestimates the C3 particles as soot encapsulated in large host particles might be counted as spherical or nearly spherical particle instead. In addition, loss of high volatility SOA particles and coating material on soot due to evaporation in the vacuum of the SEM or the sputter coater is unavoidable. Since the samples were collected on the filters with pores having 100 nm diameter, loss of particles smaller than 100 nm is also possible. Therefore in our analysis, we consider particles greater than 100 nm diameter only.

In addition to the categorization discussed earlier, we also analyzed the individual particles to quantify several morphological parameters, such as the area equivalent diameter, roundness and convexity.

We further characterized the spherical particles by imaging them at a tilt of 75 degrees (microscope operating conditions: 3 KV accelerating voltage and 10 µA beam current) and then calculated the aspect ratio (maximum length/maximum width) of the particles. The values of aspect ratio provided a hint of possible deformation of spherical particles upon their impaction on the substrate.

3.4. Results

3.4.1. General particle population

In this study we focus on measurements and samples collected in the period from 06/21/2010, 15:30 hrs to 06/22, 06:00 hrs. During this time, samples were collected on three consecutive filters. For simplicity we refer to these samples as sample A, B and C with collection times from 15:30 to 17:30 (A), from 19:30 to 23:30 (B) on the 06/21, and from 23:30 on 06/21 to 6:00 on 06/22 (C). The entire sampling period was characterized by northwesterly wind, which followed a transport period, as discussed earlier (Fast, Gustafson Jr et al. 2012, Zaveri, Shaw et al. 2012). All samples discussed in
this study were dominated by non-soot particles with spherical or nearly spherical shapes. A total of 2355 particles were classified, out of which, spherical or nearly spherical particles accounted for ~ 15%, ~76% and ~ 70% of the particles in samples A, B and C respectively. Several dark spots were also observed on the substrate in sample A, which were not included while characterizing general particle population. Dark spots may be the residue of freshly nucleated SOA particles, having high volatility (Donahue, Kroll et al. 2012, Donahue, Robinson et al. 2012), possibly evaporated in the vacuum of the sputter coater or the microscope.

The time of the day when sample A was collected (15:30-17:30) corresponded to the period of formation and growth of new particles (Setyan, Zhang et al. 2012). Figure 2 (b) shows the mobility size distributions for the particles at the beginning and at the end of each sampling periods. The mobility size distribution at the beginning of the sampling time of sample A shows two modes, a first mode centered around 15-20 nm that corresponds to freshly nucleated SOA particles (Setyan, Zhang et al. 2012). The larger fraction of freshly nucleated SOA particles, smaller in size than the filter pores (100 nm diameter), during the collection of sample A may also account for the much smaller fraction of spherical particles (only 15%) observed in this sample (A) with respect to the other samples (B and C).
Figure 3-2 (a) Particle number concentration and sampling periods. Grey rectangles indicate the sampling periods of sample A, B and C respectively. (b) Mobility size distribution of the particles at the beginning and end times of each filter sampling periods.

Similarly to the work by China, Mazzoleni et al. (2013), electronically bright and dark particles were observed in the samples when imaged under the scanning electron microscope at an accelerating voltage of 1 KV and a beam current of 10 µA. Some example of electronically bright and dark spherical particles are shown in the SEM images in figure 3 (a & b) and figure 4 (a & b). Bright particles were stable under the electron beam (no significant change in shape or size was observed even after exposing them to the electron beam for ~5 min). In contrast, the dark particles were highly volatile and were damaged within ~10-20 sec of being exposed to the electron beam (figure 3 (g & h)). Lower volatility of bright particles indicates that the bright particles were more aged in comparison to dark particles (Donahue, Robinson et al. 2012). Figure 3 (f) shows that the dark spherical particles accounted for ~75-85% of the spherical particle population in all the three samples. These fractions are based on the classification of 162 and 179 spherical particles in samples B and C, respectively. As only ~15% of the imaged particles in sample A were spherical particles, only 38 spherical particles were classified to obtain the relative abundance of bright and dark particles in this sample.
Figure 3-3 (a, b) SEM images obtained by tilting the sample at 75 degree showing bright and dark spherical particles (encircled). (c, d) Tilted SEM images of partially encapsulated soot particles. Each scale bar is 100 nm. (e) Aspect ratio of bright and dark particles for samples B (solid line) and C (dashed line) measured from tilted (75 degree) SEM images. (f) Relative abundance of bright and dark spherical particles in the three samples. Spherical particles (g) before and (h) after 10-15s of electron beam exposure. (h)
Shows the damaged dark particles (encircled in black) due to electron beam bombardment. Note that the bright particle (encircled in red) remains unchanged. Note that the dark circles pointed by white arrows are holes of the filter.

Figure 3 (e) compares the aspect ratio of the bright and dark spherical particles from sample B (# particles analyzed: Bright: 117, Dark: 119) and C (# particles analyzed: Bright: 26, Dark: 94) calculated from the images obtained by tilting the sample by 75 degrees. The total particle number concentration, when the sample C was collected dropped to ~50% of the concentration during the period sample B was collected at (figure 2(a)); therefore, fewer particles were analyzed in sample C. We did not calculate the aspect ratio for sample A as a very low fraction of spherical particles were found on this sample. The aspect ratio of bright particles for both samples was distributed between 1 and 1.5 (figure 3(e)), indicating that these particles were nearly spherical and did not deform significantly upon their impaction on the substrate. The aspect ratio of dark particles spreads in the range from 1.5 to 3.5 for sample B, while for sample C it spreads over the range from 1.5 to 5, suggesting a larger deformation of dark particles during sample collection.

3.4.2. Mixing state of soot

(a) Coated soot

Due to the wind patterns discussed earlier in section 3.1, the soot collected at the T1 site during the sampling periods is expected to be ~24 hour aged (Fast, Gustafson Jr et al. 2012, Zaveri, Shaw et al. 2012). This age may have contributed to the higher fraction of C2 soot particles (~70% in samples A and C, and ~40% in sample B) in comparison to C0 and C1 soot particles (~18% in samples A, ~25% in sample and C, and ~16% in sample B) (figure 4 (c)). 5-10% of heavily coated C3 soot particles was also observed in all three samples. These fractions are based on a total of 1362 soot particles classified from all the samples.
Figure 3-4 Classification of soot particles: (a, b) top-view SEM images of various soot particles in different categories encircled by their respective colors used in the column plots in (c) and (d). (c) Relative abundance of different soot categories in each sample. (d) Categories of soot in partially encapsulated (PE) particles of sample B and C only (due to the low relative abundance of PE particles in sample A, it is not shown in (d)).

Distributions of the area equivalent diameter, roundness and convexity were obtained by analyzing ~400 particles from the coated soot categories (C0, C1, C2 and C3 combined together) and are shown in figure 5 (a) and (b).

(b) Partially encapsulated particles

Coagulation of soot with other co-existing aerosols (host) can result in the formation of partially encapsulated or surface-attached particles (Adachi and Buseck 2013, China, Mazzoleni et al. 2013). In figure 3 (c & d) and figure 4 (b) we show some example of tilted and top view SEM images of partially encapsulated soot.

Morphology of encapsulated soot

We point out that the soot particles in the category PE can have different levels of coating as well and we therefore also analyze their degree of coating as reported in Figure 4 (d). We compare the relative abundance of C0-C3 soot in PE particles with the relative abundance of C0-C3 soot for samples B and C, as shown in figure 4 (c). The fraction of
C0-C3 soot in PE particles (figure 4(d)) follows the relative abundance of non-partially encapsulated C0-C3 soot in the atmosphere (figure 4(c)). For example, C2 soot, which is the most abundant mixed soot configuration is also the most abundant for the PE particles, followed by C1 and C3 soot particles. Top view images of partially encapsulated particles were analyzed to obtain the morphological parameters (area equivalent diameter, roundness and convexity) of the portion of soot outside the host. Soot attached to 116 PE particles were analyzed and their morphological parameters were compared to the morphological parameters of non-PE coated soot (figure 5 (a) and (b)).

Similarity the fraction of C0-C3 soot and the distribution of morphological parameters in PE and non-PE coated soot suggest that no particular soot morphology is preferred in the formation of PE particles. Coagulation of soot with host particles most probably occurs as a result of their collision in the atmosphere, which in turn is governed by relative abundance of coagulating particles.
Figure 3-5 (a) Size distribution of PE soot and host compared to the size distribution of the coated soot (C0-C3) population categorized in figure 4. (b) Roundness and convexity of PE soot is compared to the coated soot (C0-C3) population categorized in figure 4

**Host particles**

All the sampling periods discussed in this study were dominated by spherical, presumably biogenic SOA particles. Almost all the PE particles observed in the three samples investigated in this study had a spherical or nearly spherical host. We further categorized the partially encapsulated particles based on the relative electronic contrast (gray scale intensity) of their host and found that ~90% of the PE soot particles were associated with electronically dark spherical or nearly spherical hosts. The size distribution of the host particles estimated from top view SEM images is shown in figure 5 (a).
3.5. Discussion

Viscosity of host and formation of partially encapsulated soot

Based on the SEM analysis, we find that partially encapsulated soot particles tend to form more frequently with dark particles as compared to bright particles. In the top and tilted-view images, bright particles are characterized by very low volatility (under the electron beam) (figure 3(c)) and an aspect ratio close to 1 (close to a spherical shape) (figure 3(e)), denoting a vertical dimension (with respect to the plane of the filter) close to the horizontal dimension and therefore denoting minimal deformation at impaction or deposition on the substrate (figure 3 (a & b)). On the other hand, dark particles exhibit higher aspect ratio meaning lower vertical dimension with respect to the horizontal dimension and therefore more oblate shape (figure 3 (b & e)) due to the deformation at impaction or deposition (O'Brien, Neu et al. 2014). O'Brien, Neu et al. (2014) related the extent of deformation of the spherical particles to their viscosity or their phase state, where the high viscosity, solid or nearly solid spherical particles exhibit negligible deformation as compared to the deformation of less viscous, liquid-like particles. The higher aspect ratio (larger deformation) of dark particles in our study therefore indicates the lower viscosity of these particles in comparison to the bright particles (AR ≈ 1-1.5).

During coagulation, when soot interacts with the spherical particles, their viscosity plays a major role in determining the resulting soot-SOA mixing state. Based on our analysis, we find that 90% of PE particles are formed with electronically dark particles having lower viscosity as compared to bright spherical particles. Due to the high viscosity of bright particles, soot colliding with bright particles, fails to stick to them. Collision of soot with very low viscosity particles possibly coats the soot with coating level depending upon the size of the host particle. Nearly 20% of dark particles in sample C having aspect ratio >3.5 (figure 3 (e)) may be considered as very low viscosity particles. Our analysis indicates that when the viscosity of the host particle is intermediate between the bright spherical particles (AR~1) and dark spherical particles with high AR, then the soot succeeds to partially sink into or stick on the surface of the host particle, and partially encapsulated are formed.
3.6. Conclusions

In this study we discussed the evolution of the mixing state of soot in a biogenically influenced environment. Analysis of samples collected during CARES, revealed that in a biogenically influenced environment, observed soot particles were internally (coated or partially encapsulated) as well as externally mixed. In the external mixture, spherical particles dominated the particle population in all the samples. Based on previous studies, spherical particles observed in an external mixture with soot under SEM, were presumed to be homogeneously nucleated secondary organic aerosols (Virtanen, Joutsensaari et al. 2010, O'Brien, Neu et al. 2014). By imaging spherical particles at a tilt of 75 degrees, we observed that about 80% of the spherical dark particles, appeared to be deformed to oblate shapes at impaction; while the remaining 20% bright particles remained nearly spherical. The deformation of the particles reflects their viscosity or phase state. While the low viscosity particles deformed to non-spherical shapes during impaction/deposition, high viscosity particles remained unaffected.

About 90% of partially encapsulated soot particles had a low viscosity, dark, spherical particle as host; while highly viscous, nearly solid spherical particles and soot mostly remained externally mixed. Our key finding therefore, reveals that the variable viscosity of SOA particles, plays an important role in determining the mixing state of soot during coagulation. While the collision of soot with solid/nearly solid particles does not result in coagulation, collision of soot with a particle of lower viscosity results into the formation of surface attached/partially encapsulated soot, in which a part of the soot particle sticks to or partially penetrates into the SOA particle. While the coating of soot is often attributed to condensation of coating material on soot (Khalizov, Lin et al. 2013, Metcalf, Loza et al. 2013, Schnitzler, Dutt et al. 2014), our study also indicates that, coagulation of soot with extremely low viscosity, liquid-like particles might also result into its coating.

So far, relative humidity has been identified as a key player in determining viscosity of SOA (Renbaum-Wolff, Grayson et al. 2013). From our study, we provide evidences of the role that viscosity of SOA particles plays in determining the mixing state of soot. Therefore, our findings can be used in relating sources and environmental factors like...
relative humidity conditions with the expected soot mixing states in the given mixing scenario. Since the optical properties of soot are sensitive to the position of the soot in an internal mixture (Sedlacek, Lewis et al. 2012), categorizing internally mixed soot based on the position of soot in the particle and treating different categories separately in climate models is crucially important to improve the accuracy of radiative forcing estimates.
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4. Secondary Organic Aerosol Processing of Diesel Soot and Effects on Condensational Rate in Different Relative Humidity Conditions

4.1. Abstract

Secondary organic aerosol (SOA) are formed from the oxidation of volatile organic compounds emitted from biogenic and anthropogenic sources. Soot particles emitted during combustion processes can be coated by condensation of secondary organic material. However, previous studies established that the viscosity of SOA, is affected by relative humidity. Here we discuss the effects of relative humidity on the condensation and growth of α-pinene SOA on diesel soot in controlled laboratory conditions during the Soot Aerosol Aging Study (SAAS).

Soot particles were produced with a Diesel generator and size-selected with a differential mobility analyzer before being injected into a reaction chamber. Experiments were conducted under dry (RH < 2%) and humid conditions (RH ~ 80%) by condensing SOA generated from OH-initiated photochemical oxidation of α-pinene on the soot particle seeds. In dry conditions soot particles grew up to twice the mobility diameter of nascent soot, depending upon the seed particle number concentration; whereas in humid conditions, a decrease in mobility diameter was observed at the beginning of the SOA condensation and only a modest growth in mobility diameter was observed later on, even when most of the α-pinene was entirely consumed. This study suggests that the viscosity of the material forming SOA and the morphology of the seed soot particles play a crucial role in the growth of SOA on soot. Mixing configurations produced in different relative humidity conditions result in particle morphologies often significantly different from spherical core-shells used in Mie calculations, impacting the optical properties of SOA mixed soot.

4 Based on the manuscript in preparation for Environmental Science and Technology (to be submitted in spring 2016)
4.2. Introduction

Till date, studies on Earth’s radiative balance have suggested that atmospheric Black Carbon (BC) is potentially the second largest contributor to the positive radiative forcing (Stocker, Qin et al. 2013). This is because BC is a strong absorber of solar radiation in the ultraviolet, visible and near infrared spectral regions (Jacobson 2001, Ramanathan and Carmichael 2008). Nanosphere soot (Buseck, Adachi et al. 2014), often just called soot, is considered a surrogate for black carbon and the terms are often approximately used interchangeably. Soot is emitted into the atmosphere as a result of incomplete combustion in natural and anthropogenic processes. During an incomplete combustion process, soot is generally accompanied by the emission of other primary organic aerosols and volatile organic compounds. Fresh soot emitted into the atmosphere typically has a fractal-like structure in which primary spherical particles, termed as monomers, are arranged into branched, chain-like aggregates (Sorensen 2001). In the atmosphere, soot interacts with water and other aerosols such as organics, sulfates, and nitrates, and transforms its physical and chemical properties (Riemer, Vogel et al. 2004, Moffet and Prather 2009, China, Scarnato et al. 2015). This process is often termed as “ageing”, which governs the lifetime and loading of soot in the atmosphere and its radiative forcing (Van Poppel, Friedrich et al. 2005).

Semivolatile organic compounds are formed in the atmosphere as a result of photochemical oxidation of volatile organic compounds (Kanakidou, Seinfeld et al. 2005, Donahue, Kroll et al. 2012, Ehn, Thornton et al. 2014), emitted from biogenic and anthropogenic sources. These semivolatile organic compounds condense on seed aerosol particles and form particle phase secondary organic material (SOM). Several studies have been conducted to understand the condensational growth of SOA on seed aerosol particles (Jimenez, Canagaratna et al. 2009, Ehn, Thornton et al. 2014, Kristensen, Cui et al. 2014). Ehn, Thornton et al. (2014) studied the SOA mass formation from α-pinene oxidation in a series of chamber studies and found that the condensation of extremely low volatility organic compounds on the surface of existing aerosols accounts for a significant SOA mass yield. Based on their modeling and experimental results, they established that an increase
in seed particle surface area serving as condensational sink corresponds to an increase in mass of SOA formed on these seed particles due to the condensation of extremely low volatility organic compounds.

The condensation of semivolatile organic compounds on soot is an important pathway for soot processing in the atmosphere. This process results into complex soot mixing states and morphologies (Adachi and Buseck 2008, Sedlacek, Lewis et al. 2012, Adachi and Buseck 2013, China, Mazzoleni et al. 2013). Several field studies conducted to investigate the mixing states of soot in different atmospheric conditions, have shown that soot is often mixed with sulfates and SOA that coats the soot cores during the ageing process (Schwarz, Spackman et al. 2008, Moffet and Prather 2009, Cahill, Suski et al. 2012, Adachi and Buseck 2013, China, Mazzoleni et al. 2013, China, Salvadori et al. 2014). Previous studies have also revealed that condensation of organic and sulfates on the surface of soot particles, transforms it from hydrophobic to hydrophilic, making the mixed particle an active cloud condensation nuclei (Zhang, Khalizov et al. 2008). This reduces the atmospheric lifetime of soot due to wet scavenging (Saathoff, Naumann et al. 2003, Van Poppel, Friedrich et al. 2005, Khalizov, Lin et al. 2013). In addition, the soot restructuring during the aging processes and its mixing with other co-existing aerosols also influence its optical properties (Jacobson 2001, Cross, Onasch et al. 2010, Cappa, Onasch et al. 2012, Lack, Langridge et al. 2012).

The study of the growth of SOA coating holds its significance especially in quantifying the enhancement of light absorption due to the so called “lensing effect” in mixed soot particles with core-shell morphology (Jacobson 2001, Cappa, Onasch et al. 2012), and in better understanding the aerosol-cloud interactions (Metcalf, Loza et al. 2013). Laboratory studies, executed under controlled conditions, are an important step in understanding the complicated observations obtained during ambient sampling. A limited set of laboratory experiments have been designed to specifically study the morphology and optical properties of soot seeds due to the growth of SOA coatings (Saathoff, Naumann et al. 2003, Schnaiter, Horvath et al. 2003, Schnaiter, Linke et al. 2005, Cross, Onasch et al. 2010, Metcalf, Loza et al. 2013). Some other studies aimed at understanding the interaction of
aged soot with water vapor at high RH and the quantification of its CCN activity (Zhang, Khalizov et al. 2008, Khalizov, Lin et al. 2013); however, the effect of relative humidity on the growth dynamics of SOA on soot still remains largely unexplored.

A main goal of our study was to investigate the SOA growth on soot seeds in dry and humid conditions. Here we discuss the interplay between soot morphology, SOA formation and relative humidity with a dedicated set of experiments conducted during the Soot Aerosol Ageing Study (SAAS). SAAS was a chamber study conducted at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory in November 2013 and January 2014, as a follow-up to the Carbonaceous Aerosols Radiative Effects Study (CARES). CARES was conducted in June 2010 in the Sacramento (CA) area, aiming at the study of mixing of urban plumes from Sacramento with biogenic emissions from the forests of the Sierra Nevada (Zaveri, Shaw et al. 2012). The aim of SAAS was to understand how soot ages upon mixing with biogenic emissions, in an attempt to simulate conditions encountered during CARES. α-pinene is one of the dominant constituent of monoterpene emissions in forested areas in the United States (Lerdau, Dilts et al. 1994, Geron, Rasmussen et al. 2000), while diesel sources dominate the emissions of soot in the Sacramento area. Therefore, during SAAS we used a Diesel engine to generate soot and α-pinene for the generation of SOA. We deployed several instruments to monitor the physical, optical, and chemical properties of soot and SOA-mixed soot. In addition, aerosol samples were collected on different substrates for offline electron microscopy that is a powerful tool for the investigation of soot mixing states (Adachi and Buseck 2008, Adachi and Buseck 2013, China, Mazzoleni et al. 2013). Here we discuss the different soot-SOA mixing states encountered at different RH conditions, with implications on the mixed aerosol optical properties that directly affects the radiative forcing of soot.

4.3. Experimental section
4.3.1. Soot and SOA generation

During SAAS, soot was generated from a diesel engine and was first passed through a charcoal denuder to remove volatile organic compounds and NOx co-generated during the combustion process in the engine. In this manuscript, we discuss five SOA condensation
experiments, three of them conducted at RH < 2% (dry conditions) and two conducted at RH ≈ 80% (humid conditions) (Table 1).

In each of these experiments, soot particles were size selected based on their mobility diameter by using a differential mobility analyzer (DMA, TSI model 3081) to obtain a narrow mobility size distribution. The mode mobility diameter of size selected soot for experiments 1-4 was ≈120 nm, while for experiment 5, it was 180 nm. The size distribution of nascent soot for experiments 1 to 5 are shown in supplementary Figure S1. Mobility-selected soot was injected into the PNNL environmental chamber. Once the desired particle number concentrations (≈10,000 #/cc) were achieved, soot injection was stopped. Thereafter, SOA was generated in the chamber by photochemical oxidation of α-pinene in presence of OH radicals. The SOA precursor α-pinene (2 µL) was injected with dry air flowing into the chamber at a rate of 2 LPM. The α-pinene injection was followed by injection of hydrogen peroxide, H₂O₂ for ≈ 1 hr to facilitate the OH-initiated oxidation of α-pinene. Upon completion of H₂O₂ injection, UV lights were turned on. The formation of SOA on the soot seeds initiated at this point as a result of the photochemistry
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expt no.</th>
<th>RH (%)</th>
<th>NS D&lt;sub&gt;m&lt;/sub&gt; (nm)</th>
<th>Particle conc* (#/cc)</th>
<th>Seed surface area* (nm&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;/cc)</th>
<th>Final GFD&lt;sub&gt;m&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>Sampling phase</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>D&lt;sub&gt;eq&lt;/sub&gt; (nm)</th>
<th>CV</th>
<th>RN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;2%</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1805</td>
<td>1.37E+08</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>153(45)</td>
<td>0.71(0.10)</td>
<td>0.41(0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>136(41)</td>
<td>0.77(0.07)</td>
<td>0.46(0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>163(50)</td>
<td>0.82(0.06)</td>
<td>0.53(0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>≈80%</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>8913</td>
<td>6.64E+08</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>144(62)</td>
<td>0.73(0.11)</td>
<td>0.41(0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>136(49)</td>
<td>0.81(0.08)</td>
<td>0.50(0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>128(49)</td>
<td>0.83(0.07)</td>
<td>0.53(0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;2%</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>8256</td>
<td>5.53E+08</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>158(36)</td>
<td>0.71(0.09)</td>
<td>0.40(0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>136(32)</td>
<td>0.77(0.08)</td>
<td>0.47(0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>164(38)</td>
<td>0.82(0.06)</td>
<td>0.54(0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>≈80%</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>8378</td>
<td>6.63E+08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>139(58)</td>
<td>0.73(0.10)</td>
<td>0.43(0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>168(58)</td>
<td>0.77(0.10)</td>
<td>0.48(0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>156(37)</td>
<td>0.81(0.09)</td>
<td>0.5(0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>4.66E+08</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>167(75)</td>
<td>0.73(0.13)</td>
<td>0.41(0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>166(51)</td>
<td>0.72(0.1)</td>
<td>0.41(0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>159(53)</td>
<td>0.82(0.08)</td>
<td>0.52(0.12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* At the beginning of the SOA generation, i.e. when the UV lights were turned on. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the standard deviation. For all the first four experiments, the mode mobility diameter of nascent soot was 120nm, while it was 180nm for the fifth experiment. NS = Nascent soot, n = number of particles analyzed, CV = convexity, RN = Roundness.
4.3.2. Particle mobility and mass measurements

Various instruments including a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS), an Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS), a Proton-Transfer-Reaction Mass Spectrometer (PTR-MS), and a Single Particle Laser Ablation Time-of-Flight mass spectrometer (SPLAT II) were used to measure the physical and chemical properties of soot. The SMPS sampled the aerosol continuously to monitor the size distribution and the total particle concentration during the entire experiment. However, the AMS, PTR-MS, SPLAT II and the sample collectors were operated only for short intervals at three crucial phases of the experiment (vertical lines in Figure 2) to avoid a rapid decay of the particle concentration in the chamber: Phase 1- when the chamber was filled with nascent soot; Phase 2- within 30-40 minutes from the beginning of photochemical oxidation of α-pinene; and Phase 3- when SOA formation stabilized, i.e. when nearly all the α-pinene was consumed due to photochemical oxidation.

The SMPS measurements for the particle size distributions in dry (experiment 1: RH~2%) and humid (experiment 2: RH ~80%) conditions for the different experimental phases during SAAS are shown in supplementary figure S2, a and b, respectively. We used the mobility size distribution from SMPS and the vacuum aerodynamic size distribution and SOA mass fraction from SPLAT-II to calculate the growth factors of SOA on soot for the mobility diameter, the vacuum aerodynamic diameter, and the mass (GFD_m, GFD_va and GFM). GFD_m is given by the ratio of the mode mobility diameter of the coated soot at time t (D_t) to the mode mobility diameter of the nascent soot (D_0). (Equation (4))(Khalizov, Lin et al. 2013).

\[
GFD_m = \frac{D_t}{D_0}
\]

Similarly the GFD_va was calculated using the mode vacuum aerodynamic diameter. Finally, the mass growth factor (GFM), defined by the ratio of mass of the soot particle at time t and mass of fresh soot particle (Zhang, Khalizov et al. 2008), was calculated as:

\[
GFM = \frac{m_t}{m_0}
\]
The GFM can also be expressed in terms of the SOA mass fraction, \( f_{SOA} = \frac{m_{SOA}}{m_{SOA} + m_{soot}} \) as:

\[
GFM = \frac{1}{1 - f_{SOA}(t)}
\]  

(3)

4.3.3. Particle morphology

Aerosol samples were collected on lacey carbon grids for Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and on nuclepore polycarbonate membranes for Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) to investigate the evolution of particle morphology. A four-stage impactor (MPS-4G1) was used to collect aerosol on the substrates in the third and fourth stages with 50% cut off aerodynamic diameters of 150 nm and 50 nm, respectively. A custom made sampler was used to collect particles on the nuclepore filters. Samples were collected during the three phases of the experiment discussed in section 2.2, from the dry and humid experiments. Individual particles were imaged using a Field Emission SEM (Hitachi S-4700) and a TEM (JEOL JEM-2010). The 2-D projected images were processed and analyzed using the freely available ImageJ 1.48 software according to the approach discussed by China, Salvadori et al. (2014) to obtain several parameters and quantifying the shape and size of the particles. The area equivalent diameter \( D_{Aeq} \) obtained from the particle projected area, is a measure of the 2-D particle size. We calculated \( D_{Aeq} \) as:

\[
D_{Aeq} = \sqrt{\frac{4}{\pi} A_p}
\]  

(4)

Where \( A_p \) is the projected area of the particle. Convexity (also known as solidity) and roundness describe the particle’s degree of compaction and overall shape. Roundness is given by:

\[
Roundness = \frac{4A_p}{\pi L_{max}^2}
\]  

(5)

Where \( L_{max} \) is the maximum length of the particle. Convexity is calculated by taking the ratio of the projected area \( (A_p) \) of the particle to the area of the smallest convex hull.
polygon \((A_c)\) fitted onto the 2D image of the particle (China, Scarnato et al. 2015) (Figure 1).

\[
Convexity = \frac{A_p}{A_c}
\]  

(6)

**Figure 4-1** Morphological parameters: \(A_p\): projected area of the particle, \(A_c\): Area of convex hull polygon, \(L_{max}\): maximum length. The convexity of the upper particle is 0.56 and that of the lower particle is 0.9

### 4.4. Results

In this section we mainly discuss the results from experiment 1 and 2; results from experiments 3, 4 and 5 (Table 1) are utilized to assess the reproducibility of the observations from the first two experiments.

#### 4.4.1. Growth of SOA mass on soot seeds

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the concentration of \(\alpha\)-pinene in the chamber during experiments 1 and 2 as observed by the PTR-MS. The initial concentration of \(\alpha\)-pinene in the two experiments was comparable. When the UV lights were turned on (at time \(= 0\)), the decay in \(\alpha\)-pinene concentration due to photochemical oxidation was followed by an increase in SOA mass as observed by the AMS. In high RH (humid) conditions the SOA mass growth rate was observed to be slower as compared to that in low RH (dry) conditions.
4.4.2. Evolution of particle size, mass and morphology in dry conditions

Figure 4-2 Time series of $\alpha$-pinene concentration (circles) and of SOA mass concentrations (triangles) from experiments 1 and 2. In red are the data for the low RH experiment, and in black the data for the high RH experiment. Time $t=0$ indicates when UV lights were turned on and the photochemical oxidation of $\alpha$-pinene started. Vertical lines indicate when samples were collected for electron microscopy, with sampling times of 15-60 sec. Solid lines indicate nascent soot (phase 1), dashed lines indicate samples collected within 30-40 minutes from the beginning of the SOA formation (phase 2), and dotted lines indicate samples collected when the SOA concentration was stabilized, i.e. when all $\alpha$-pinene was consumed (phase 3)).
Figure 4-3 (a) Mass growth factor (GFM) (log scale) (b) vacuum aerodynamic diameter growth factor (GFDva) (linear scale) and (c) mobility diameter growth factor (GFDm) (linear scale) for the soot-SOA internally mixed particles in humid and dry experiments. The horizontal axes represent the time elapsed since the SOA generation began (t=0 when the UV lights were turned on), in minutes. The grey dashed line in the GFDm plot represents a diameter growth factor of 1 (nascent soot at t=0).
In dry conditions, the GFD$_{va}$ and GFM showed a continuous increase due to SOA condensation. An increase in particle mobility diameter was also observed approximately 30-40 min after the beginning of the SOA generation. By the time the $\alpha$-pinene was mostly consumed, the particle vacuum aerodynamic diameter increased up to five times and the mobility diameter up to two times that of fresh soot (GFD$_{va}$ $\approx$ 5.0, GFD$_m$ $\approx$ 2.1), while the mass grew by about 25 times (GFM $\approx$ 25). The lower GFD$_m$ in experiment 3 (Table 1) may be attributed to the higher concentration of seed soot particles available for the condensation of SOA at the beginning of the SOA generation. Even lower growth in experiment 5 may additionally be attributed to the larger size of individual soot particles, which may require larger amounts of SOA to condense on them in order to see a significant change in the particle mobility diameter. In figure 4, open circles represent the $D_{Aeq}$ number distribution of particles determined from the SEM analysis for the three phases of experiment 1.

![Figure 4-4](image)

**Figure 4-4** (a) Area equivalent diameter number distribution for phase 1, 2 and 3 from high (solid lines) and low (dashed lines) relative humidity conditions. Particle growth is evident in dry conditions by the shift in mode diameter from $D_{Aeq} \approx 150$ nm in phase 1 to $D_{Aeq} \approx 200$ nm in phase 3.
The soot particles grew from a mode \( D_{\text{eq}} \approx 150 \text{ nm} \) for nascent soot to a mode \( D_{\text{eq}} \approx 200 \text{ nm} \) in phase 3. The convexity (figure 5(a)) and roundness (figure 5(b)) of these particles gradually increased from phase 1 to phase 3. This increase may be attributed to filling of gaps between soot branches with condensed SOA. In Figure 6(b) we show examples of TEM images from experiment 1 of particles from phase 1, phase 2 and phase 3, indicated by letters (i), (ii), (iii), respectively. The average values of the respective morphological parameters are listed in Table 1, along with their corresponding standard deviations in parenthesis.

4.4.3. Evolution of particle size, mass and morphology in humid conditions

In humid conditions, the rise in GFM and GFD_va by 8-10\% within 30 min of the beginning of SOA generation in experiment 2 (figure 3(a & b)), indicates initial SOA uptake by soot. After this initial SOA uptake, the mobility diameter growth factor actually decreased to values less than 1 (figure 3(b)) indicating a substantial compaction of the soot particles. The rapid increase in convexity (figure 5(a)) and roundness (figure 5(b)) of these particles is also mostly attributed to soot compaction due to condensed SOA. Only after \(~65\) minutes, the GFD_m slowly increased above unity. The final growth (GFD_va \( \approx 2.6 \), GFD_m \( \approx 1.11 \), and GFM \( \approx 3 \), with no noticeable change in mode \( D_{\text{eq}} \)) in humid conditions was small as compared to dry conditions. The low mass growth factor (figure 3(a)) at high RH in experiment 2, suggests that soot particles were much less prone to uptake SOA in these conditions. TEM images in figure 6(a) (i), (ii), (iii) represent the particles from phase 1, phase 2 and phase 3 of the experiment, respectively. Note that the particle in figure 6(a) (ii) from phase 2 of the experiment 2 (humid) appears to be more compact and with less SOA coating (generally seen as a smooth layer over the monomers making them barely distinguishable from each other) than the particle in figure 6(b) (ii) from phase 2 of experiment 1 (dry).
Figure 4-5 (a) convexity and (b) roundness of nascent soot particles from phase 1, 2 and 3 for dry (dashed lines) and humid experiments (solid lines). In humid conditions, the distributions of convexity and roundness of phase 2 particles (filled black circles) approach the distributions of phase 3 particles from the dry experiment (open blue circles), indicating a rapid soot compaction.
4.5. Discussion

4.5.1. SOA growth and seed surface area

In an experimental and modeling study, Ehn, Thornton et al. (2014) established that the partitioning of SOA to particle phase was dependent upon the surface area of seed available for condensation. We calculated the approximate values of total soot seed surface area (nm$^2$/cc) available for condensation of organics upon the beginning of SOA generation by integrating the seed surface area calculated for each mobility diameter ($D_m$) using the equation:

$$Seed \ Surface \ Area = 4\pi \left( \frac{D_m}{2} \right)^2 N$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Where, $N$ (#/cc) is the particle number concentration corresponding to the $D_m$

The maximum growth of SOA on individual particles in experiment 1 may partially be attributed to the minimum seed surface area available for condensation in this experiment. However, experiments 2, 3 and 4 have comparable seed surface upon the beginning of SOA generation, yet the higher SOA growth was observed on particles in dry conditions as
compared to those in humid conditions. In section 4.2 we discuss some possible explanations for the observed discrepancies.

4.5.2. Slow growth of SOA in humid conditions

Cocker III, Clegg et al. (2001) observed no significant dependence of SOA mass yield (formed on AS seed from oxidation of α-pinene with ozone) on relative humidity. Seinfeld, Erdakos et al. (2001), modeled the effect of relative humidity on the yield of condensed SOA mass and predicted an increase in the SOA mass at higher relative humidity. They attributed this increase to the degree of oxidation and hydrophilicity of the oxidation products in humid conditions. Therefore, a stronger increase was predicted in the case of SOA from cyclohexene precursor, while in the case of α-pinene/ozone system, the predicted SOA yield at high RH was comparable to that at low RH. Seinfeld, Erdakos et al. (2001) validated their predictions by discussing the results in the context of the laboratory study by Cocker III, Clegg et al. (2001) and Edney, Driscoll et al. (2000). In a recent study, Kristensen, Cui et al. (2014) confirmed the lack of dependence of SOA mass yield (condensed on ammonium sulfate seeds) on relative humidity in α-pinene/ozone and α-pinene/OH-initiated photo-oxidation systems. Even though the SOA mass yield may not be effected by relative humidity, it has been established by Renbaum-Wolff, Grayson et al. (2013) that relative humidity plays a significant role in determining the viscosity of secondary organic material (SOM) constituting the SOA; i.e., for RH ≥ 80%, the viscosity of SOM corresponds to that of a liquid while at RH ≤ 30%, it corresponds to that of a solid. The low viscosity of SOM observed in humid conditions is due to the uptake of water as a result of the hygroscopic nature of SOM. Similarly, the enhanced uptake of water by soot coated with SOM formed from different organic precursors has been reported in several previous studies (Virkkula, Van Dingenen et al. 1999, Saathoff, Naumann et al. 2003, Tritscher, Jurányi et al. 2011). Based on these studies, we expect the viscosity of SOM in our humid experiment to be much lower than that of SOM in the dry experiment. The condensation of SOM on soot preferentially fills empty pores due to the inverse Kelvin effect (Weingartner, Burtscher et al. 1997, Popovicheva, Persiantseva et al. 2008). In humid conditions, the low viscosity SOM condensed in the pores of soot, exerts capillary forces that restructure the soot aggregate to a more compact shape. This effect has been
observed in several previous studies (Miljevic, Surawski et al. 2012, Ma, Zangmeister et al. 2013).

Coelho, Bekki et al. (2000) developed a theoretical framework for calculating the uptake rates of gases on fractal particles. Bekki, David et al. (2000) extended this framework to the uptake of any chemical species on atmospheric soot fractals. According to this framework, for the reactive uptake of a chemical species on a fractal aggregate, the uptake flux, $J_{\text{fractal}}$, is proportional to its surface area ($S_{\text{fractal}}$), and is given by:

$$J_{\text{fractal}} = K_s S_{\text{fractal}} C_\infty$$

(8)

Where, $K_s$ is the surface reaction rate constant and $C_\infty$ is the concentration of chemical species far from the aggregate.

The surface area of the fractal with $N$ monomers is given by:

$$S_{\text{fractal}} = F s_0 N$$

(9)

Where, $s_0$ is the surface are of the monomers and $F$, the fraction of free surface area of the aggregate (i.e. the surface in contact with the air), is inversely proportional to the compacity of the aggregate $\zeta$,

$$F \zeta = \text{Constant}$$

(10)

For example, for fractal aggregate with cubic monomers (assumption made for numerical simplicity), the value of proportionality constant has been estimated to be $\sim 2.4$ (Bekki, David et al. 2000). $\zeta$ corresponds to the structure coefficient or the prefactor, $k_0$ is the prefactor, in the aggregate with spherical monomers (e.g. soot) and is related to fractal dimension $D_F$ by:

$$\zeta \sim k_0 2^{D_F}$$

(11)

Several studies have previously established that when soot is compacted, its fractal dimension increases (Liu, Mishchenko et al. 2008, China, Mazzoleni et al. 2013). Freshly emitted soot particles have fractal dimension ranging from 1.50 to 1.80 while the fractal dimension of aged, compacted particles has been estimated to be as high as 2.75 (Bekki, David et al. 2000, China, Scarnato et al. 2015). Based on the morphological analysis that
we performed on the nascent soot samples collected during this study, we estimated the fractal dimension of these particles to be ~ 1.53, with a prefactor, $k_0 = 3.44$. We used $k_0 = 3.44$ from our analysis and $k_0 = 1.60$, suggested by Liu, Mishchenko et al. (2008) to estimate the change in the fraction of free surface area of these particles as they compact from $D_F = 1.50$ to 2.75 (Figure 7). For fractal with cubic monomers (proportionality constant $\sim 2.4$) and assuming that the number of monomers $N$ in the aggregate remains constant while the soot compacts, the decrease in surface area of the fractal as the fractal dimension increases from 1.5 to 2.75 was estimated to be $\sim 58\%$ (equation 9), this value is independent of the value proportionality constant, therefore it can be assumed to be valid for other fractal aggregates, irrespective of their monomer shapes. This decrease in fractal surface area therefore may result in reducing the uptake by the aggregate by the same proportion (equation 8).

![Figure 4-7](image)

**Figure 4-7** Fraction of free surface area vs. fractal dimension for different values of the prefactor.

Additionally, compact soot particles have a more convex surface with respect to nascent soot as quantified by the increase in particle convexity and roundness from phase 1 to phase 2 (figure 5 (a & b)) and visually evidenced by the TEM images in figure 6(a (i)-(iii)). Using the Kelvin equation, Crouzet and Marlow (1995) revealed that the mean curvature of the surface plays a remarkable role in the process of condensation.
Condensation can occur at sub-saturated conditions in the case of negative curvature or concave surface (soot pores or the area between soot branches) due to the depression of equilibrium vapor pressure over such surfaces. On the contrary, in the case of compacted particles with positive mean curvature or convex surface, condensation can occur only under supersaturated conditions. We hypothesize that the organic vapors in the vicinity of compact soot particles experience a more convex surface (positive mean curvature) than for non-compact soot. Therefore, the elevated equilibrium vapor pressure over the compact soot particles slows further the condensation of SOM. However, some of the voids deeper into the compacted fractals may still be accessible by low viscosity SOM formed in humid conditions. SOM thereby manages to infiltrate into these deeper pores, leaving surface pores available for further condensation of organics. This may result in the slow, yet continuous, growth in particle mass seen in figure 3(a). Since most of the SOM mass may infiltrate into the pores inside the particle, only a modest growth in mobility diameter was observed. In agreement with this hypothesis, the TEM images show more SOM coating for the less compact soot particles in dry conditions (Figure 6(b(iii)) compared to the compact soot found in humid conditions (Figure 6(a(iii)).

4.6. Conclusions

In this paper we discussed the effect of relative humidity on the condensational growth of $\alpha$-pinene SOA on soot particles. The results of this study indicate that both the viscosity of SOM, the free surface area of the seed soot particles play a substantial role in determining the condensational growth of SOA on soot particles and the resulting morphology of SOA mixed soot particles.

These findings are relevant to environments where urban emissions interact with biogenic emissions and the diurnal variations in relative humidity are significant. For example, the central valley of California, studied during CARES (Zaveri, Shaw et al. 2012), where urban plume from Sacramento city is mixed with biogenic emissions from pines dominating the forests of Sierra Nevada. Furthermore, the relative humidity at the central valley of California during summer time varies from $\approx$ 80% to $\approx$ 20%. Based on
this study we conclude that the morphology soot mixed with the biogenic SOA may be significantly affected by the existing relative humidity conditions and conversely this might affect the SOA growth yield on the soot seeds.

Schnitzler, Dutt et al. (2014) found that in case of the condensation of anthropogenic SOA on soot at 15% relative humidity, restructuring begins only when a threshold SOA mass, mass growth factor ~ 2 is reached. The fully restructured soot particles in their study were not spherical. In contrast to this, our study indicates that relatively lower amount (mass growth factor ~ 1.13) of biogenic SOA condensed on soot can lead to fast and higher degree of soot restructuring in humid conditions, resulting into almost spherical particles.

Moreover, in humid conditions (RH ≈ 80%), the viscosity of SOM may be similar to that of a liquid; its condensation on soot results in soot restructuring, slowing further SOM uptake by soot particles. The low viscosity SOM can infiltrate deeper into the particle pores increasing its mass, but not significantly affecting its size. This effect may result in soot particles that are more “homogenously” mixed with SOM. However, in dry conditions (RH < 2%), when the particles grew up to 2 times the initial soot mobility diameter, most of the SOA condensation occurred in the external soot pores and branches. These processes may have a significant impact on the optical properties of soot particles mixed with SOA at different RH, which need to be further investigated and quantified. Furthermore, from this study we understand that neither of the two mixing scenarios discussed above can be best represented by a core-shell model, therefore accounting for the effect of humidity on soot morphology and mixing state may be required in optical models.
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5. Research Implications & Future Directions

Black carbon/soot affects the Earth’s radiation budget by warming the atmosphere due to its ability to absorb solar radiation. However, there are large uncertainties associated with the radiative forcing estimates due to black carbon in the atmosphere. A part of these uncertainties arise from the lack of good understanding of soot processing in the atmosphere, due to the limitations of instruments measuring optical properties and models used in the estimation of the radiative forcing (Bond, Doherty et al. 2013, Myhre, Shindell et al. 2013).

The research discussed in this dissertation makes a few footsteps in the direction of understanding some of the lesser known science about the properties and behavior of carbonaceous aerosols in the atmosphere and the implications to climate change. We focused on understanding the evolution of the morphology and mixing state of ambient and laboratory generated carbonaceous aerosols exploiting the resolution and imaging capabilities of electron microscopy. We also developed a novel photoacoustic nephelometer spectrometer to measure the optical properties of aerosols; contributing to the advancement of instrumentation for future research. This instrument has multi-wavelength measurement capabilities and overcomes some of the limitations of traditionally used filter-based instruments like the aethalometer and Particle Soot Absorption Photometer.

Absorption measurements from filter-based methods include artifacts due to multiple scattering from the substrate and possibly due to changes in particle morphology when they are deposited on the filter. On the contrary, photoacoustic instruments measure aerosol absorption while the particles are suspended in air. Commercially available photoacoustic instruments however, are limited by the number of operating wavelengths. In chapter 2 we discussed the development of a novel multi-wavelength photoacoustic nephelometer spectrometer instrument, which is capable of measuring over almost the entire visible spectrum (from ~400 nm to ~700nm). The instrument combines a photoacoustic spectrometer with a nephelometer and is therefore capable of measuring aerosol absorption and scattering simultaneously. We used the new photoacoustic nephelometer spectrometer
to study the optical properties of NO$_2$ gas, kerosene soot and salt aerosol. This work laid the foundation for the development of future field deployable broad spectrum instruments and our approach was successfully employed also by scientists at NIST who applied the technique to study the optical properties of soot, brown carbon as well as some gaseous species (Radney and Zangmeister 2015). The minimum detection limit of the current version of the instrument limits its use to laboratory or ambient studies in high to medium aerosol concentrations. Improvement of the minimum detection limit of the instrument to measure low pollution levels in the future will make this approach useful for monitoring purposes, including potentially at remote sites. In addition, the supercontinuum laser used in our instrument has a continuous spectrum from 400 nm to 2200 nm. Therefore in future, the complete spectrum of the laser may be exploited to extend the spectral range of the photoacoustic instrument to cover the entire solar spectrum.

The role of the mixing state of soot on its optical properties has been intensely debated in atmospheric science for over a decade (Jacobson 2001, Cappa, Onasch et al. 2012, Liu, Aiken et al. 2015). The optical properties of soot are sensitive to its morphology and mixing state (which in turn depends upon material soot is mixed with), the process through which soot undergoes mixing and the environmental conditions during mixing. Therefore, Liu, Aiken et al. (2015) suggested a detailed assessment of region and source specific soot mixing state to elucidate the role of soot in influencing climate change.

In chapter 3, we focused on the mixing of soot (transported from urban site) with biogenic secondary organic aerosol in a forested environment. Based on the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis of samples collected from a forested site during Carbonaceous Aerosols and Radiative Effects Study, we observed two major categories of mixed soot, namely, coated soot and partially encapsulated soot. Employing SEM analysis, we established that the viscosity of SOA particles determines the mixing state of particles resulting from the coagulation of soot with SOA. While soot and highly viscous, nearly solid, SOA are most likely to remain externally mixed, coagulation of soot with low viscosity SOA possibly result in coated soot. SOA particles with intermediate viscosity were involved in the formation of partially encapsulated particles. So far, relative humidity
has been identified as a key player in determining viscosity of SOA (Renbaum-Wolff, Grayson et al. 2013), therefore, our study provides an indirect link between the environmental factors like relative humidity and the mixing states of soot.

Quantifying and understanding the formation of the partially encapsulated particles in a given mixing scenario is particularly important because of their possible role in the discrepancies between laboratory and theoretical calculation and field measurements of absorption enhancement (Cappa, Onasch et al. 2012, Adachi and Buseck 2013). These particles are treated as conventional core-shell structure in global climate models like coated soot, while in reality, in partially encapsulated particles, soot is positioned near to the surface of, or is partially encapsulated within, the host particle. In the events like biomass burning, where ~ 60% of the particles have been identified as particles with soot near to the surface of the host (Sedlacek, Lewis et al. 2012), discrepancies in estimated radiative forcing may be largely driven by their treatment as core-shell structures.

During CARES (chapter 3), condensation of vapor phase organic material on soot was an important pathway for soot-SOA mixing. Therefore in a follow-up laboratory study (SAAS), the condensational growth of SOA on soot was investigated in a dedicated set of experiments, conducted under controlled conditions. In chapter 4 of this dissertation we compare the condensation of SOA on soot in dry (< 2% RH) and humid conditions (~ 80% RH). Interestingly, in humid conditions we observed a relatively lower amount of SOA condensed on soot as compared to that condensed in dry conditions. In humid conditions, as soon as the condensation of SOA on soot began, we observed the compaction of soot particles. Depending upon the degree of compaction, the fraction of free surface area of soot available for condensation reduced by up to 50%, leading to a reduced SOA growth rate on the compacted particles.

Differences in the evolution of the soot morphology and mixing state at different RH may have a significant and contrasting impact on the optical properties of soot particles. Therefore, in future studies, the optical properties of soot mixed with SOA in different relative humidity conditions should be further investigated. During SAAS, several instruments were deployed for measuring aerosol optical properties. The data from these
instruments can be used to correlate the evolution of soot morphology and mixing state in the two RH conditions with measured optical properties.

Based on the findings from chapter 3 and 4, we conclude that the morphology of soot mixed with biogenic SOA by condensation or coagulation may be significantly affected by environmental factors like relative humidity. Therefore, the effect of relative humidity on soot morphology and mixing state should be accounted for in global climate models. Our findings are relevant to environments where urban emissions interact with biogenic emissions and the diurnal variations in relative humidity are significant. For example, the central valley of California, studied during CARES (Zaveri, Shaw et al. 2012), where urban plume from Sacramento city is mixed with biogenic emissions from pines dominating the forests of Sierra Nevada and the relative humidity during summer time varies diurnally from ≈ 80% to ≈ 20%. Additionally, based on our findings, we also emphasize that all the soot mixing state and morphologies cannot be always represented by simplified morphological structures such as the spherically symmetric core-shell model used in the climate models to estimate the mixed soot optical properties.

In future research, we suggest the investigation of the optical properties of soot particles with observed morphology and mixing state in different environmental conditions. This can be accomplished by using our findings for more realistic definition of soot structure and highly detailed optical properties models like Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA). Real atmosphere observations of particle morphology and mixing state using electron microscopy combined with single particle optical properties simulations using DDA will be helpful in improving the accuracy of radiative forcing estimates.
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